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The pr~blem of low•farm income in any area is ©<Om.posed of many 
face ts. This study wi 11 investigate only a sma 11 segment of this low= 
income problem. But to understand this segment, it must be placed in 
perspective with the more important facets of the general problem of fow= 
farm income. 
In this study of the problem there are three major factors to be 
related. These are farm income, forest resources, and forest markets. 
Farm income is in part dependent upon resiources. But production and 
markets must develop simultaneously to increase incomes from increased 
resource use. The growth of income and one product such as wood and its 
market may generate growth in other produ~ts and their markets with 
cwncomitant further fan.creases in farm ilill@oou~. 
The primary purpose of improving the level of income in an area is 
to improve the welfare of not only that area but of the state and nation. 
Since eastern Oklahoma b a low=i.ncome area l['))f the United State$ 9 any 
measure to improve the inc411mes of famili®$ in this sector m~st necessar= 
ily result in affecting the economy of the rull.tion, regardless of how 
minute the change may be. 
The following chapters will concentrate on the forest markets of 
the area. But to pla~e the study in perspective with the more indirect 
aspects of the low=farm income problem, the ru1.ture of this problem and 
1 
the extent of forest re1@urces in the area must first be examined. 
B. PRESENT SITUATION 
l. Low Income -
Eastern Oklahoma farm families have relatively low incomes, a 
problem also found in other areas of the United States. Action to 
relieve this situation has recently been of major importance. 
W. E, Hendrix states why the nation as a whole should be concerned 
with the low~income problem: 
If the low inc<0mes now observed in American agriculture are 
a result of the underemployment and underdevelopment of the 
resources these lowQincome people have, including their personal 
abilities, then they represent for the rest of the economy a loss 
of otherwise available markets for the goods and services that it 
has the capacity to produce, The loss of these potential markets, 
in turn, means fGr the rest of the nat.ion°s people a lower level 
of employment and i·n~ooi.e and a l(Q)wer level of U.ving than they 
would otherwise ha.ve.1 
In his 1954 report t«.111 CIQ)rmgress, President Eisenhower made policy 
recommendations for acti(Q)n on rural p(Q)verty in the United States. 
Emphasis has been placed on ruear(ih to litudy the low=inccme problem 
especially by land grant c~lleges • 
. More than a fourth @Jf the f.arm families i.1tll the United States have 
low earnings. In 1950, there were roughly 5.4 million farm operator 
families of which about l,5 million had @ash incomes under $1~000, Five= 
eights (225 areas) l!Dl:f the total number 0if e~om.oonic are/S!.s had mecU.<i.n 
1w. E, Hendrix, ~n.:rhe Pr0>blem IC!f the Low Farm !111.c:omes, 11 In Aly» B., 
and Rogge, E. A., ed. American~ Poli@?$ Vol, 1, (National University 
Extension Asso~iation Dis@~ssion ~nd Debate Manual No. 30, Columbia» MG.» 
1956), p. 214, 
,: 
of eclQlnomic areas with median incomes ()Jf $lp500 @r m(Q)re are fo1.u1td in the 
13 southern states. Only 3 of Oklahoma 0s thirteen econ(Q)mic areas have 
median incomes of $1,500 or more. Fifty=one of the nation°s eiconomic 
areas have median inc\OOles of less than $1,000" 
Criteria to examine the standards of living of farm families were 
2 developed by the United States Department of Agriculture. 
The degree of serigusness of the fow~income problem of counties 
was classified as moderatep substantial or serious by these criteria. 
The classification of the low=inicome prtQJblem icot.mties wa&11 as follows: 
Moderate==any one of the three standards was present; 
Substantial~-any tww @f the three standards were present; 
Seriousa~all three standards were present. 
Thirtyaeight ceunties in Oklahoma have a rural low=income problem 
by this classificati(Q)n (Figure 1). No counties are in the 00substantial 
are cross=hatched and the 9 icounties d,assed as serious are shaded, The 
9 counties classed as serious are included in this :stl!.lldy. 
2criteria for 1949; l, A residl!.ll~l farm inic(Q)me to operator and 
family labor in 1949 of leH than $1,i 000 pir!Qlvided the Bt.a.te economi~ area 
had a level of living index below the average flQ>r the region and had ~5 
percent or more of its @mmer@ia]. fa:rms @l.uisifie.d ,ms n101w prodl!.ll©tion." 
Residual inic:ome to operator and famUy :itepre.f!llents the inie.:ome (in@luding 
value of home use) above r1l!perating expenses and a return to @apital 
invested in land and ma@hinery. 2. A level of living index in the l<OJwest 
fifty of the nation. Items in the index iniclude (1) percentage of farms 
with electrfoU:.y, (2) per1Cent.age of farms with telephones, 0) percentage 
of farms with automobiles, and (4) average value (O)f produ@t.s s<0>ld • .3, 
t 1vow pr@ldu@tiQJnH1 farms c@mp:dsing 50 perc:ent or m(Q)re of the lCommer1Cial 
farms, Lcw=pr@ducti(Q)n farms are thtQJse with sales of $250=$2p499 with the 
operator not W(Q)rking wff farm ,ms much as 100 days and farm sales exc:eeding 
family income from other sources. 
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Figure I . Counties in Oklahoma w:;th Serious and Moderate Rural Low Inc'oma Probfem.:rg-49 
~ 
5 
by the United State:s IJ)epartmeirnt <r»f Agri@l\lllttallre (Figure Jr.JOO The icriteria 
used was necessarily different fr«:»m that @f 1949 as data on residual 
income was not available flQlr 1954 o 3 El.even ©IQ!untiesi meeting both criterion 
are shadedo The countie:s iim criteri(Q)n @ne @nly are dotted and those 
Even though the cl@s:sJific~tions Ul:Sed in preparing the tw@ maps are 
somewhat differentp there rem@ins a simil~rity in the delineation of the 
With the exception of Musk@gee County, all ©@1.llnties in this study are 
While eastern Oklah@ma farm families have inferi@r incomes, they have 
.3c:riteria far J\.954; l, Lowest 500 couimt.ie$ ranked by level of 
living of faxm IClpera~wr families o 2, 500 (CQ>\IJlnties wi1th largest proportion 
of commerQ.i$l fsrms hi!l\ving s2le@ IQ!f f~rm pr@d.lu@U vafoed. $1!: less th.mn 
$2,500. 
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Figure 11. Counties with LoweEit Farm Income and Levels of Living, 1954, USDA~ ARS and AMS 9 
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°' 
into lumber.4 In additio~, the timber cut from live sawtimber was 
152J2.35,ooo board feet. Pulpw<C1od production has increased by 95.5 per= 
cent from 38,100 cords in 1955 t<CI 74,500 c<Clrds in 1956.5 
products of Oklahoma 0s woodGusing industries are valued in excess of 
$50 million a year.6 About $17 million are paid annually in wages to 
workers in these industries. Acc@rding to the reportJ there are 445 
industrial establishments in Oklah@ma which are dependent on products 
of the forest. This number of establishments includes 297 sawmills. 
7 
of timber in trees of sawtimber size. Hardwoods com.prise about two=thirds 
of the sawtimber volume. '.lt'hese st2tistic1S are primar:Uy concerned with 
the commercial forest land of eastern Oklahoma.? 
in this low=income area. 
4 Timber Resource ReviewJ Chapter IX, U.S.D.A.» Forest Service» 
(Washington, D. C., Sep~amiber, 1955),, p. 19 5. 
~·,·~·_,. 
5 Joe F. Cristopher a11d Martha E. Neb@n,, "1956 Pulpwo@d Production 
in the South, 11 U .s .DI .A., Southern Forest Exp. St.a., Fore.st Sur~ Relei&se 
!Q,,. (New OrleatMll 1 Loubiana3 JuneJ 1957}., p. 2. 
6 Oklahoma Forest f!~.9 1956 Editionj) published by American Forest 
Products Indu$triM 3 ])i\@.,, (Washington, Dl. C.) p. 2. 
7commercial forest land as defined by the United States Forest 
Service, is that forest land whii!:!h b (a) producing, or is physically 
capable of producing,, usable crops of wood {usually sawtimber), (b) 
economically available now or pr@spe@tively, and (c) not withdrawn from 
timber utilization. 
8 
Figure III iUust:ra.tes the distribution of the speicies C11f wood in 
eastern Oklahoma. It can be seen that the major pine resources are 
located in four counties Cllf eastern Ok].ahoma. Although the figure fails 
to reveal any other pine areasi some small areas in other counties have 
a limited amount of this wood species. Outside of the southeast section, 
hardwoods are the primary timber species. The term hardwood is used to 
mean all species ether than pine. 
C. GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
1. Improve incomesQQAs is true with most economic studies, one of 
the objectives is to increase the level of income or economic welfare 
for the segment being studied. To see how fC11rest resC11urces and forest 
markets can improve, if at all, income in eastern Oklahoma is of prime 
importance. The potenti$l cQ>ntrilbuti,m of the forest industry tQ> the 
income of farm families in eastern Oklahoma will be ascertained. This 
objective is, however, only indirectly attempted. The study will 
concentrate directly on a small nWlllber of f~@tors contributing to the 
incomes of the area inw@lv-ed as follows. 
2. Describe forest markets==A des@ription of the existing structure 
and performance of forest markets will be developed. Information concern~ 
ing the structure and perf~rmance of fQ>rest markets has been lacking for 
eastern Oklahoma. 
3. Increase market knowledge of buyers and sellers==One of the major 
factors which contributes to imperfect cc»mpetition is the lack of know= 
ledge. With resource owners and buyers uninformed, the resource may 
return less income to its ~ner than would otherwise be p~ssible. The 
lack ef knl!i)Wledge in e2stern Oklshom.a ~on~erning outlets for forest 
~ g Ook - Hickory 
/:.):::/ Ook-Gum- Cypress 
Ar;···.,,···,.? Ook- Pine 
/j@JiNll . Loblolly-Shortleof Pine 
I I Nontyped; less thon 10% forest 
Figu.re 1!1. Mfii\,jo:t Fore:stt Types :im. Ea~tern Okl ahom~ 
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resources has been prevalent for many years. By in~reasing knowledgep 
it is reasonable to assume that the result would be improved markets for 
ferest resources. 
4. Estimate market capacity in relation to production potential== 
There is no logical way of determining the current market capacity of the 
forest industry in eastern Oklahoma from published data. This study will 
attempt to estimate the potential production capacity of eastern Oklahoma 
and determine the current capacity of the forest markets. This will also 
include the ability of the existing market to process the potential 
production. If the current market is inadequatei the necessary changes 
<in the market structure and perf@rmance wiU be determined. 
5. Measure variability in firm cost effi~iency==Determine how much 
variability is present within these simU~r types of firms. NtOl estim£te 
of the variability existi~g in the costs of simil~r firm$ is yet av~il~b1®. 
The following ch.apter .will define the m©Jre sped.fie obje@tives of 
this study. It will also include a brief dis~ussiwn of studies which have 
been made concerning the l~w=inctOlme problem ~nd f~rest markets. 
CHAPTER 11 
PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
A. LOW ·INCOME THESES 
1. General 
Three objectives have been of primary concern in past research on 
the low ... in.come problem. These are: (1) to develop measurements of the 
low ... income problem, (2) to explain the development of rural low=income 
areas in the United States, and (3) to propose and examine alternative 
solutions. These objectives have gained recently in importance to 
economists. Many hypotheses have been developed to attain the second 
objective. Among these, the following are outstanding in recent 
literature and relevant to this study. 
Professor W. H. Ni~h~lls believes that the peculiar political and 
1 social history of our nation accounts for the origin of rural poverty. 
Low~income rural areas remain poor because they are outside of the 
mainstream of economic progress. A long period of economic and cultural 
isolation resulted after early settlement in these areas. As a result» 
small subsistence farming was established. The dr0mination of a state by 
and educatiaaal needs in southern cemmunities. 
\J. H. NichmUs, @ijthe South 0 s Low=Incooie Problem," E!.E!, Policy 
Forum, Vol. 8, No. 4 (Ames, Iowa State College Press, Spring, 1956}, 
p. 13~19. 
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speeds readju.stments towards higher produ©tivity and in©ome$ in agri= 
culture because: (1) it b M$ieir to get these underemployed farm 
people to change occupation$ than residence» (2) the drain on local 
capital is avoided, (3) industrialization brings capital which allows 
financial institution provide lo©al agriculture with capital resources 
to increase farm size and efficiency, (4) improvement of the quality 
cf human resources al!il\d stimulation of further economic development will 
result, and (5) new markets which are more efficient and competitive 
farm production. This will stimulate development of resources whi©h 
are adapted ta the li®W=income areas. The improvement of forest land in 
competitive markets. 
people in these areas have limited capital wealth and limited backgr@unds 
2 
of tr~ining and experience. Hendrix believes we can alleviate the l@w= 
income problem by taking fuller Cl())gttbance in administering the agr:il= 
.cultural agencies and programs which are already available. Two major 
changes must take place t(Q) raise the inciome O>f these peopla: ', (1) 
Improvement in the type, size and method of fa:rr:ming, and (2) move many 
of the pe@ple tiQl more remunerative non°farm employment. He states that 
2w. E. Hendrix, nThe Problem of Low~In.c<01me Farms/' in,. Aly and 
E. A. Rogge, ed. American!!!]! Poli©Y, Vl())l. l (National University 
Extension Association Discussion and Debate Mt&nual No. 30, Celui.mbia, Mo. 9 
1956)., p. ~11. 
1.3 
many of the low=income farm people are t@~ f~r along in age.or their 
occupational handicaps are toiOI great for them to m@ve to non=farm j@bs. 
in the types and sizes ~f farming» marketing and farm product pr~cessing 
fa©ilities, and changes in tenure and @redit. In some of the ll!!llw-income 
areas, capital limitations inhibit the smaU farmer Os ©<Cimp®Ution with 
the larger farmer 0s. 
In isummary, the general attal!:lk on the low farm inl!:lome prl!!liblem bas 
b~en very broad in s.@!Glpe. But SIO>me more spe@:i..fi@ these1:1 have been 
advanced with regard t¢lli spe@ialL igrops BL1l1ld the low0 in@001.e pr1!111blem. 
The development ~f special @r@ps i1l1l l1C1w=income areas has been 
suggested by some e@on@mist.s. This, they believe» can bring about the 
initiation of incmne rai$iimg processe$ which will perpetuate and in $0 
doing will improve the level of living in the low~in~om.e ~r~a$. Hendrix 
believes. that aggressive a©.tion aimed at expll!lliU.ng such farm=improvement 
opportunities as now exist» even when these are small» may also help to 
spark the longer-run structural changes that are needed in low=income farm 
areas.3 He states that the failure to exploit available ~pportu1l1lities 
because they are small ~r because they are immediately available to only 
a few low-in~om.e farmersi may be e~uivalel!.'l!.t to adopting a policy of 
perpetuating the low=incmne problem because it ~annot be $Olved in a 
single-step ~peration. 
14 
is be:b:11.g initiated in L!ltim.er County. A pr<Olgram dedgned to impriClve the 
forestry on farms in this @ounty is being devel@ped under the guidance of 
the, Extension Service. This is a step toward improving the incomes of 
farmers by using otherwise unproductive land. The development of incGm.e-
raising cash crops applies not only to f~restry but to other farm products 
of the low=incame areas. 
In addition to the better use of land, special crop·:s 1bi1r ing about 
additions to income in the marketing sect(Q)n •. The specialty icroi:,s give 
added need for the devel4lllpment of aggressive app:rcaches because such 
programs already have the social sanction by both farm and non.farm sectors 
of the economy, and miQlst of the institutio1ml framework for implementation 
of such approaches is already available. This i~ t1nl.\e il11l the flPJ,rQ~t 
industry where programs are at present in force whi@h cGuld redu@e the 
establishment cgsts fiClr a farm woodlot. From this it can be seen that 
specialty crops may offer one of the imp~rtant approa~hes t<O! the solution 
ef the low=inaome problem. 
:,. , Agricultural Markets and Eco1u>mi® Develt!)pment 
development are. important in approa@hing the lioM=inc~e problem. Ni@holls 
believes that the efficien@y, ade~ua@y, and @ompetitiveness of marketing 
services in. a lee.al 1CCilllJIIJ11.nl\ity are probably rel.sited to its stage <OJf e@1c1l!l!.0mi@ 
4 . development.. He statH that in largely rurii.l (underdeveloped\) cimiuntieis, 
4 William H. Ni~holls 1 unpub. Report of the Subcommittee on Low= 
Income Rural Areas, S.S.R.C. Committee on Agricultural Economics. 
15 
one would expect that the numbers, types, si~es, and varieties of 
marketing agencies==whether engaged in the purchase of farm products or in 
the sale of farm production goods==would be less ade~uate, efficient, and 
ccm.petitive than those in other once similar counties which have enjoyed 
considerable industrial=urban development. Progress toward higher labor 
productivity and higher family incomes in low=inc~e rural areas 
necessarily involves certain concomitant changes in marketing institutions, 
facilities, services, and practices. If these changes are slow to occur 1 
the resulting effect will probably retard the low=inc<OOlle areas. The 
local rate of development will probably be faster than it othe:rwise would 
have been if the ~hanges on the marketing side accompany or lead produc= 
tion changes in agriculture. 
As ha.s been preview.sly 1:1tated,, this st\\lldy is directed tow~rd one 
method of alleviating the Low=in@ome problem. The general problem is to 
dis@over the nature of the forest m$rket to detelrnliine not only what it is 
but whether it is leading ~r lagging development in local farming. The 
next section will view the present stat@s ~f f®rest m~rket studies. 
B. FOREST MARKET STOOIES 
l. General 
Studies condu@ted in ~ther ~reason the forest industry have been 
numer~us. The major porti@n concentr$te on the efficiency of the forest 
market. Many purely des@riptive studies have been completed by both publi@ 
and private institutiwns, Only portions of the l())Ut=of=st~te resear@h was 
relevant to thh pr(Q)je@t. The studies reb.tedl ti()) m.arket efficien@y are 
aimed at improving mJA!lMl!.gement and use of f(Q)rest re$our@es. Only thw$e 
studies which were helpful in thi$ re$ear@h will be mentioned. 
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The ultimate obje@tive of this 
study was to increase the land owner 0 s in@@me, Similar studies were 
made in Maine by Baker and Beye:rJ New Hampshire by Swain and Wa.llaice» 
6 and Pennsylvania by Carr@ll 1 Trotter and Norton, These were made in 
northeast under the supervision of the Northeastern Regional Techni@al 
Committee, 7 The @bje@tives l())f the n«Jlrthea!SJt survey were tlQJ obtain 
5 J, Harry Ri@h and (Gle@rge H, Si1SJterhel'mll» Ma:rketi~ FQlre:st Pr©duteU 
!!! Massa@bu~etts 1 Agri©ultural Experiment Stati@n Bulletin No. 492 
{University of Massa©hu:setts» 1955), 
6<G:rego:ry Baker and Framik E. JBeyer jl Marketing Fore.st Pr©dutr.M fr@ll!, 
Small Wo©dlimd Areas bi Main®» Agri~ultu:r1E1l Experiment Statimll Bull®tin 
No, 554 {University @f~Mainey De~ember» 1956). 
Lewis c. Swsd.1ffi amid Oliver F O Wal!,la~®» M!ll:rkeU.ng F<OJ:re.st Pr@@\\l\iG:t§l 
1;n ~ Hampshire.,, Agri(StulLtur2l Experimeri.t Stati.10Jn JBiulLlLetin N©. 4~0 
(University of New Hampshire, June, 1955), 
W. M, Carrol» c. E. Trotter and N, A. Nort<OJn» MIBlr~e~~gg_ E,or~st 
ProduitiU ,!E, Pennsylvaim;!_~,» PeirmsylvlBlnia Ag;:rklllltur<ffil EXJPieriment Sti§lti®)llll 
ProgreH Report No, 131 {:!?enmsylvania Staite C©JUege» Janu2ry» 1955), 
7Northea1&Jtern RegiCQJMl 'Ie<r::hni<r:ial C©mmittee. Marketing _f91L'.'est 
Produ<r::U from Sm~J.l ~99durrr""~ Are.ai~ l'!:I: t_);?,e N©,r_ii:he/§\~t» No:rthea~t Regi<0>1tMil.l 
Fubli~ation No. ~5 (Ve:rm@nt Agri((;;lllltural Experiment Stati©n Bulletin 
No, 595,, Burlingt©n» ve:rm@nt 1 Juine, 1956). 
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a. Lo@.al 
No marketing resear~h has been performed pertaining to forestry in 
eastern Oklahoma. A survey of forest industries in Oklahoma by Linn 
was made in 1948.8 ?he survey was developed to obtain a@Gurate knowledge 
are no longer in existen@eo Nevertheless, the information in his study 
Forest Products Industries, In@. with the aid of the Extension Forester 
9 and the Director of the State Division of Forestry. The 1956 edition 
forest industries. 
the Southern Forest Experiment Station, The initial survey was made in 
a five county area (Haskell, Le Flore» Latimer» Pushmataha and M©Curtain) 
of southeastern OklahlOOlla in 1936. 10 The wbje@tive of the study was (1) 
8 
Ed R. Linng !, i'Qr.es_l, Industde!il Su~ .2£. OklahooMl!.1, Experiment 
Station Bulletin No, B~.325» OklahOOlla Ag~i@ultural Experiment Station 
(Stillwater, Oklahoma 9 D@@ember» 1948)0 
9 6 · A Oklahqxi.a Forest Fa@t$» 195 edition» Publishe~ by Ame:ri@an Forest 
Products Industries 9 Im@o, (Washingt~n9 D. C.). 
10 I. F. Eldredge, 9fFw:r1Ht R.e$1Q>urces imif Southeast Oklahoma,," Forest 
Survey Release~. Jl» United States Department of Agri@ulture» 
Southern Forest Experiment. Station» (New Orl®",ns» LIQluisiaima, October 18,, 
1938). 
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with existing and a1mti©i;piated e~((J)ll:hOID.itG c~nditi1s>n$. The more re©enit study 
included seventeen ~IQlunUes illll ea!:!lt.ern OklahlQ!m.ao ll This 1955=1956 FIQlrest 
Survey had as its purp(llse @1mly the first three items IQlf the 1936 survey. 
12 
ln 1955, the flQlrest service published the Timber ReslQlurtGe Review. 
The data breakdown is by states and not detailed by tGounties. However, 
Oklahoma,it in~ludes the same cou1mties as this study. The purpose of the 
the United States and a l(il)~k at the future with respe©t t((J) pr((J)spe©tive 
timber supplies and needs. 
11PhiHp A. Wheeler,, 11F(!llreu.s of East Oklahoma,,'' Forest Surve_y 
Release !£• 12., United Sta.tes Illepart.ment iwf Agrimlllture, Swuthern 
Forest Experiment. Stati@n (New Orle.mns» Li0lllllisi.;.M 3 June,, 1957). 
12 
!GelOlrge F. Burks., Timber Res0>1tn:rl!le Review, Ch.apt.er IX, United St.eJ.tes 
Department cf Agri©ultllllre» F0>rHt Service (Washitllgtwn» D. C., September,, 
-1955). 
C. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
No recent attempts have been maae to take inventory of the forest 
markets in eastern OklahffllMl. Here we are ~oncerned with des©ribing in 
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detail the existing market 9 and its @mnponents. The size, type, location 
of the various firms @perating within the forest industry will be defined. 
2. Directory of Forest Industiries 
The la©k of knowledge by sellers of forest produ©ts and the buyers 
of processed wood has been indi©ated by individW!.ls asso©iated with the 
forest industry. The dire©tory will provide a three=way ©lassifi©ation 
of the wood industries and wiU in@l.tl!de the infimirmatfon whi©h previde a 
better informed buyer and seller. Three separate parts of the directory 
will facilitate immediate a©@ess to firm 0 s name» l@l@ation» and other 
pertinent information. Through the dire@tory a more ade~uate 9 effi@ient 
and competitive market @aim be devel@p,ed f@r f@rest pr@du©ts. 
3. Analysis of SaWD!\ill Capa@ity a~d Asso©iated Costs 
a) Capaeity with respe@t ti@ yearly d~ration of operation 
If the sawmill industry is not presently working at a @a?a©ity with 
respect to time, then the ,,u1.pa@ity at this level wiU be estimated" 'J!'.'hb 
will aid in determining the ©urrent @apa@ity of the sawmill industry as 
Cost and output data will be analyzed to determine the optimwn sawmill for 
each type operated" The mills will be @lassified by the type of e1uipme~t. 
•, ' 
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Co:st fon©tion8l will be fitted tg e,Mh type QJf mill to arrive at minimum 
©osts and thereby arriving at the optimimi. IQlutp@t flQl:r ea©h mill type, 
c) Capacity of the industry== 
By the use of individual firm IQllllltput ,a\nd. ©<0>:at dsit~» :SIQlme estimate IQ!f 
i1mid\ustry capacity wiU be attempted. this shoil!]ld give sooe idea oif 
potential O'!.lltput and ©W:SU flQlr the indlJliStl'J "whier@ J!i:rm ctdljllli51tmeiPlt h&;g,i 
been &1.:SiSW,1@d &.mid .mH ffa"m~ &Hee, @p,~:rc&stb~g ®t the ll\Jlng=r1n~ (())ptimmim p@int 
of effi©i<e:n©y. 
4. variability @f Sa'!illlllill costs 
the amount of variability f(Q)r fixed @@sts will be estimated between 
the different firm types. The firms used in estimating the variability 
will be from all counties S\\Jlrveyedo If &1. great amo1!]111t of variability 
exists!! the cause may be explLained by an@.lly8Jh QJf the datao 
The variability of v~riable c@sts within the firms will also be 
estimated. Some assessment of the degree to whi©h variation in outpt1lt 
explains variability in ©O$ts will also be ~ttemptedo the maj©lr ©(())llllp©nents 
of this variability will be dis@ussedo 
5. Provide :s~u,e f@r F\\Jlrthe:rc Effidency Resear©h 
The data fr<001 the study will picwvide needed i1mf@:mi<!lition f@7t: any 
future study. It will ah@ plOlint to the need f@:!:' fuirther rese&U'©h 
especially with respe@t t@ the need f@r a more detailed @@st ~nd effi@ien@y 
analysis. This stl!]dy did not obtain infwrm~ti@n f@r an ideal effi@ie10J.@y 
study but may pr\Qlvide 210!. ide3 «:i,f the implOlrt.an~e of the i.iaswmill industry 
and an appr©ximate evalu~ti@im of ~@sts a10J.d efficie10J.@y. As would be 
ne@essary for any effi@i~n@y study» existing @@nditi@ims in the forest 
industry mui.it be examb,ed. 11:his ilitl!J!.dy wUl pirlQlvide that b.mfSle. 
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D. (GENERAL PROICED\UJRE 
1, Sele©tion of Area 
The area of eastern Oklahom~ was sele.@ted for two major rea$ons~ 
(1) the fifteen counties are deiignatedcaw a low0 in©ome areap and (2) 
this area contains the m.ajwr forest resour@e$ of Oklahoma. These re$sons 
have been illustrated in Chapter I. The counties have been in©luded in 
previous forest reso~rce studies which will provide a basis for @orrelat= 
ing the product.ion and marketing a5lpects, Some of the fifteen ©©!unties 
have been or are being studied under the rural development program. 
Previous low income studies have been restri@ted to 2 smaller area in 
Oklahoma, however., to a.pp:rc©Ja@h the f@re1£t m~:rc'keting <fil.ngle amd iU 
importance to farm in«::ooie» it was ne@e:s:sa:rr:y t@ in@lude a large enough 
area tOl adequately des©ribe the f@rest ind\\llstry. The ©@unties incd\\lldeci\ 
in the area were Adair» At@k&i» Che:rr:okee» Ch@@taw» C@all, 9 JDJelawa:rr:e, Haskell» 
Latimer, Le Flore, Mietau,:i:tain» M@!nt((l)sh!' M\\llsk@gee» PitMltmrg» Pllllshmataha1.9 
and Se<gtuoyah. 
2. Enumeration Meth@d:s 
The entire population @f forest industry firms were @rQJnta@ted t@ 
obtain information relevant in s.atisfying the ©Jbje@tives of thb study. 
One of the major diffi@\\llltie:s was t<1'll !Jlbtd.n the 1o@ati<1'lln <GJf existing 
firms. Aid in ebtaining this inf1Cn:matti©iru W<!l1.@ Hli@ited frooi the 
Extension Service» Soil C©Jnrservati@lrll Servi@e.,, F@rerst:rry Servi@e» ~11Mll 
inf~rmed individualSl ilrll the forefSt industry. After a @@mplete list 
of fi:rms waSl available, @@hedules t@ @btain inf©Jrmati@n from individual 
firms were de@igi!Jled. 1.'he Exten:silQln Se:rr:vi@e and the :S<OlU Conservati<Oln 
Servi@e were asiked t@ aid in intenriewilrllg the fi:rm 0 rs owner or operat@ro 
The schedules were clas~ified into three gr@ups: (l} saW'ID!ills and/or 
planing mills; (~) pulp, p@st, pole, prop, pilingi and tie buyers; and 
(3) miscellaneous outlets whi@h in@lude wood preserving plants, handle 
factories, charcoal plants, furniture fa@t<0ries, and crating factoiries. 
The data covered the firms 0 1956 operati<0ns and the enumeration was 
taken during the summer of 1957. To obtain the highest number of 
completed firm scheduies, the interview methwd was used. 
3. Classification Methods f,or Directory 
The directory provided a threeQway classification of the wood 
industries of fifteen 11 timberecl" @IC/l\lJllmtieS1 <01f eastern Oklah\Q!ma, The 
information listed included the firm 0s name, operator 0s name, location, 
date of establishment, number <01f workers, W<OJ@d pr@du@ts made~ wood products 
used»wood type used (hardwood and/@r pine} and the number of working days 
closed during 1956. The first part of the dire@t@ry @ontained informati~n 
classified by county with firms listed alphabeti~ally within three ind\!Jlstry 
gro~p@,, The secwnd part provided the sellers of wo<0>d predu@ts with a lLbt 
of the wood industries .whi~h use these raw materialso Part three was 
designed for use by the buyer in lo~ating different products madeo The 
directory in@luded all firms whi@h~~-re in @perati@n at the time of the 
survey regardless \lllf the date lQlf establlbhmento The !tire@~~ Forest 
Ind:ustries !!!, Eastern .Q!$.lah_£!!lat was p1U!lblhhed in lL9J58. 
4. Description of the Industry 
Information fr@m the S1ll!rvey was tab\!Jll~ted fo~ the whole ind\!Jlstry 
and for the individual firm types within the ind~stryo tables were uS1ed 
to give a detailed des@ripti,on of existing <1'.::IQlnditions ~nd firms were 
@lassified by @~unty ~nd firm typ®o 
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5. Methods of Capacity Estimati(Qln 
Economic and statistical models were d~signed t@ estimate the capacity 
of different firm types and for the industry. These estim~tes were based 
on minimum costs of the particular firm type and for the whole industry. 
These were used to estimate the maximum capacity of the industry under 
the most efficient firm operation by types (Qlf firm. 
In addition, the capacity of the present market was estimated by 
increasing the capacity of existing firms to at least 200 day operation 
per year. This gave an estimate of potential capacity with the existing 
levels of efficiency. 
6. Cost variability Estimates 
The variability existing within firm types was assessed by using the 
costs from firms of the same type~ Both fixed and v81.riable (CiQISU wiU 
provide data to estimate ~~st v2riability. The standard deviationJ 
coefficient ef variati<Q)n, a:nd estim<l'Ate of varia1lll.ce were used in estinmting 
the degree of variability. 
CHAP'.II.'ER III 
DESCRIPTION OF 'IHE FOREST INDUSTRY 
A. WHOLE INDUS'.II.'RY 
1. Volume and Value ~f Industry Produ@tion 
The fifteen county area of eastern Oklahoma includes most of the 
forest resourcesof the State. The ownership of commercial forest land 
in Oklahoma is shown in Table 1. Since l945J the commer©ial forest land 
in Oklahoma has increased. A large component of this change was the 
increase in acres of commercial forest land owned by farmers. The 812,000 
acres of commercial forest land on farms in 1945 was for eastern Oklahoma. 
of privately owned farm ~~mmercial forest land, 1»700,000 a@res (68 
percent) was in eastern Oklahoma with the remaining 540,000 2\Cres in 
western Oklahoma. Also in 1953, only 100,000 acres (3 percent) of the 
found in ~estern Oklahan1&. 
The .fill Forest Surv~ Releaste f0r eastern Oklahooia determined the 
timber trends in five «!@unties (HaskeUJI l;ltime:r, Le FlLQJre, M@Curtai]'.11 and 
l Pushmataha) 0 A similar :Sl\\l1rvey in these co'Wnties w1&s ©:ompleted in 1938. 
l . 
Phillip A. Wheele:r.!I 1°Foresu of East Oklahoma 10 .I' Foi:rest Survey 
Release !!£ . ....12,, United States Department @f Agriculturej Southern Forest 
Experiment Stati@n (New OrleansJ Louisianap June; 1957). 
TABLE I 
OWNERSHIP OF COMMERCIAL FOREST LAND IN OKLAHOMA, 1945=1953 
Total Coimnercial Forest Land 
Federal Owned and Managed 


















a Source: Basic Forest St~tisti@s for the United States as of 
b 
January, 1945. Forest Service, U.S.D.A. (Washington, 
D. c., September, 1950). 
Source: Timber Resource Review, Summary of Basi@ Statistics, 
Chapter IX, Forest Servi@e, U.S.D,A., (Washington, D. c., 
September, 1955). 
forest land, There rem~ined nearly .3 million a@res of forested land in 
these counties, virtuai,Uy the same ,u in 19.36. T(O)tal mllmbers of hardwowd 
trees (mostly oaks) declined but their total volume renmined about the 
decrease in large~diameter volume and an in@rease in middle and small 
diameter volume, the net effect on softw@~d sawtimber volume is that the 
five=cGunty area had about the same vol1U\tne in 1951 as i~ 1936. It should 
be emphasized that trends in these five @~unties are aot ne@essarily 
indicators of fGrest res@urce changes elsewhere in Oklahoma. they are 
including both census and survey data. 
A small amount of double @ounting, due to wood passing from one 
forest industry to another, oc@urs in the total gross wood value and the 
total agri-business value for 1956. This double @ounting has been 
eliminated in obtaining the 1956 estimated gross farm value of forest 
.. ' ,. 
The percent pine @olumns were cal@ulated by dividing the total value 
of forest products into the total value of pine for each county. To obtain 
the pine percentages in the fifteen~county total line 9 the suWM.tion of the 
fifteen~county forest prod~cts value was divided into the summation of the 
fifteen=county forest products value from. pineo 
From the census data 9 variability between census years is present in 
nearly all coun.ties. Th~M!le increases and decreases in values of farm 
forest products may be attributed t<OJ variation in the demand for wood p~@= 
ducts. From the survey results, in 1956 <OJnly five of the fifteen counties 
lie within the 1989~54 average deviation range for these counties. Most 
other counties lie above the range. 
From the survey, data obtained sh<OJws that., in all ie:ounties except 
one, value of farm forest produ\Cts has in~reased over the 1954 ce,curns 
year. Some of the counties whi~h border Arkansas may be higher in value 
for 1956 since sooie of the timber products may have:entered from this 
neighbor state. However, those counties bordering Arkansas icontain some 
of Oklahoma 0s '!;>EU.It timber resources andj) thereforell the entire inmcease 




















VALUE OF FOREST PRODUCTS WITH PERCENT PINE, 
1929=1956 
1949 1954 1929=1954 Average 1926 Gross Farm 1956 Agri= 1956 Total 
Census Census Deviation Ranae Percent Business Gross 
Farm Farm Farm valueb value C Pine Valued Percent Valuee Percent 
Value Value Pine Pine 
(dollars)8 (dollars)a (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) 
13,952 13,225 9,000=47,000 74,105 23 204,105 8 204,105 8 
18,735 14,361 7:,000=19,000 67.,628 .35 67,628 35 67,988 35 
23,670 10,985 14,000=40,000 6,816 3 6,816 3 11,552 6 
.34!1919 7,05.3 8,000=.30,000 287,.330 98 523,016 54 580,267 58 
11!1697 3,609 l,000=13,000 6,959 2 6,959 2 6,959 2 
24,618 7,869 8,000=52;;000 104,448 l 104,448 l 105,730 2 
7A.33 1,377 1,000= 5,000 2,455 36 2A55 36 5,753 64 
7,073 3,626 27000= 6,000 5,890 96 5,890 96 63,086 86 
45,343 20;i140 11,000=33,000 65,409 99 115,535 99 803,798 99 
45,988 .35,653 26,000=52,000 91,847 87 16.3,947 49 1,526,454 76 
3,3.36 4,.315 2,000= 8,000 7,56.3 0 7,56.3 0 7,603 0 
5,429 1,501 2,000= 6,000 .3,410 0 .3,410 0 3,450 0 
9,546 2,935 1,000=15,000 17,305 37 17,305 37 28,215 28 
17:,823 26,151 11,000=25,000 .36,946 39 36,946 39 200,705 87 
32688 lz8I.3 1,000=19~000 81 2143 =2L 8lz231 =li= 5 30, 319 ....21 
273,250 154,67.3 120,000=340,000 859,254 72 1,347,560 4, 146, 044 75 
8 Source: U. S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, U. S. Census of Agriculture, 1949, 
1954, (W~$hington3 D. c., 1949, 1954). 
b -1~ I For normal ~r moderately skewed distribution P(IX = X < A.D.) ~ .575 3 where AD§ (I/X) + N. 
cExcludes value of ties bought by tie yards and creosoting plants to eliminate double=counting. 
dincludes value of all forest products of farm origin bought by the industries. 
6 Includes value of all forest products of farm and non=farm origin bought by the industries. WO 
-,1 
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The major pine timber is fo~ated in southeastern Oklahoma and @©Jn° 
wood. The per@entage of pine diminishes as a movement is made away from 
the southeastern Oklah«:mia area. The large farm value of pine in Adair 
county may be due to the concentration frl!n neighb@ring @ounties, however, 
this county does contain Sl!lmle pine timber resources whi@h are 10Wned mostly 
by farmers. 
that reported by the census of 1954. Fr<001 thisi it seems that the wood 
industry is more important to farm in@om.e than had previously been thought. 
This wood of farm owned origin @ontributed another half=million dollars of 
gross value when further pro@essing had been a@@omplished as the value 
attributed to agri=business indi~ates. 
According to the sttrvey made by the Southern Forest Experiment 
Station., the commercial forest land i0f east Oklahoma supports a grewing 
2 
stock of 1,3 billion ~ubic feet 3 an average of 3 cords per acre. 
The volume of sawtimber in east Oklahoma is 4 billion board feet which is 
fifty percent pine. In 1955J east Oklahoma net grffll!'th was 107 million 
cubic feet including 245 million board feet of sawtimber. Less than one= 
half of this net growth, 115 million board feet, was removed in 1955. 
The Forest Service also states that under the appli@ation of minimum 
forestry pra@tices, the growing stock in east Oklahoma could be doubled. 
2Joe F. Christopher and Martha E. Nelson, "1956 Pulpwood Produ@tion 
in the South," Forest Survey Release!£_. §.!J U.S,D.A., Southern Forest 
Experiment Station, (New Orleans, LouisiaM,, Jun.ei 1957). 
This continues to point out the importan@e of forestry in east 
Oklahoma which in the past has not been re©ognized. An increase in 
production of forest produ~ts from the partly untapped forest resources, 
could bring about considerable improvement in the level of living in 
eastern Oklahoma especially to the farm owners many of whom are in the 
low=income group. 
2. Volume and Value of Farm and Non=Farm Wood 
The volume of forest products was classified by eight industries 
and by five different units of measure as shown in Table III. The major 
part of the wood cut in eastern Oklahoma consisted of pine. Charcoal 
wood buyers and handle sto@k buyers were the only industries buying hard= 
wood alone. The only other industry with less than 50 percent pine were 
the tie buyers. 
The industries whi@h contributed most to in@ome were .the sawmills 
and creosote plants 3 ea@h with over one million dollars value of forest 
products bought. In both @ases, over 80 per@ent of the value of forest 
products can be attributed to the pine resour@es. The pine resources 
are of more value than are the hardwood resources. For instance» timber 
purchased by sawmills @~nsisted of 72 percent pine by volll..llme while the 
pine value was 88 percent of the total value of the wood sawn. 
The industries contributing most to farm in@IOOlle froo:i. wood products 
are sawmills and cre~soting pl.ants. However, most of the income is fr<00n 
non°farm timber resources in these two industries. In only the @har@@al 
w~od buyers and handle sto@k buyers dees the major portion of the income 
go to farmers who ~wn these res@ur@es. It may also be noted that no 
pine is used in these tw~ industries. 
TABLE III 
VOLUME AND VALUE OF NON=FARM AND FARM WOOD 2 WITH PERCENT PINE BY TYPES AND NUMBERS OF 
INDUSTRIES 
Industry . Volume : !ndustrx Value . Farm Value . • 
Class 
9 a ,, : Percent : Total : Percent: Percent: Esti~ :Percent 'Number • Unit . . • Pine : s Pine of : mated : of . . . 
Total : Total :Industry 
Value : : value 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Sawmills ~4 78:,865:Jooo Bd.Ft, 72 1,387 ;,219 88 33 235,692 17 
Pulp Buyers 1~ 37J540 un:U:s 81 411J 750 88 10 96:J998 24 
Pole Buyers 3 56,000 pieces 100 71,150 100 2 375 1 
Props and Posts 
Buyers 29 2p384,000 pie~es 76 310,640 63 7 79,905 26 
Tie Buyers 4 425JOOO pieces 24 496:,200 20 12 
Charcoa 1 Wood 
Buyers 4 2:1550 cords 0 22,800 0 1 21,000 92 
Handle Stock 
Buyers 3 1,850 cords 0 36i750 0 1 36,750 100 
Creosoting 
Plants _ 5 _ 31699 p6~0 Cu.Ft. 82 1,4092535 82 ~ 388,5.34 28 ~-
Totals l.69 4,146,044 100 859,254 21 
a.Numbers in this @olumn do not sum to the total since some establishments buy more than one 




Of the total in@4Mlle from forest produ@ts, 75 percent is attributable 
to the pine resources. One 0 fifth of this total value goes to the farm 
owners of timber resources. About 72 per@ent of the farm in©ome from 
wood products is derived from pine. It can be se~n that pine is the most 
important wood with respect to farm income in eastern Oklahoma • 
.3. Volumes and Values of Sec\!Jlnd.ary Wood 0 Users 
The additional information contained in Table IV gives an indication 
of the amount of wood bought in a semicfinished form by specified 
industries. Although S@ll!lle se@ondary wood=users may have been omittedj 
those interviewed on the survey indicate the importance of this group 
as indirect outlets for ._wood produced on fann and non=farm woodlots. All 
industries associated with the use of wood are either directly or in= 
directly contributors to the amount of in@©me received by persons in 
affects the volume of wood products processed by the primary industries. 
TABLE IV 
VOLUME ANDl VALUE OF SECONDARY WIOJOD=USERS8 
Volume Value 
In~ustry Number (M Bd. Ft.} {dollars) 
Planing Mills 12 21»949 554»730b 
Furniture Fa@tories 4 lj/664 68»800 
Handle and Gunstock Mills 2 100©. 42000©: 
Total 18 232713 62L530 
a Secondary wood-users are defined as those industries who buy semi 0 
:finished wood. 
bValue not available for four mills. 
clncOllllplete information. 
4. Industry Werk Force 
The tetal work force in eastern Oklahoma de~reased during the period 
1929-1949. Work forc·e comparisons are shown in Tab le V. The percentag.e 
of the total work force employed in agriculture was maint~ined during 
the period 1929-39, however, it decreased by over 31 percent from 1939 
to 1949. While the total work force has declined, the forestry work 
force has maintained its percentage as agriculture was losing its work 
force to other industries. This is illustrated graphically in Figure IV. 
The cress-hatched area represents the forestry work force percentage of 
the total work force. The area below f~restry is the agriculture work 
force percentage and the area above forestry is the percentage of the 
total work force in other industries. The figures at the top of the 
graph are the total work f~rce numbers for their respective years. 
Item 
WORK FORCE COMPARISONS IN FIFTEEN COUNTIES OF EASTERN 
OKLAHOMA, BY SOl!JRCEi 1929=1949 
1929 1939 1949 
Total work force 
Agricultural work force 










Forest work force 
Percent of total 4.00 4.62 
a 

























1929 1939 1949 
Years 
Figure :IV. Per.ceimtage Change in Distributi(Q)n <Qlf .the 
'll:'@~l W@rk Fo:r~e in Fifteen (:(Q)unties 
(())ff· Eastern OklahOOlla » 1929 ~ 1949. 
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Table VI gives a breakdown of the work force by industry type. The 
largest employment (69.2 percent) occurs in the sawmill industry which 
also has the greatest nwnber of man days (65.7 percent). The amount of 
income from this source is therefore of importance to some families in 
these countles. Sawmills not only previde a market for farm and non=farm 
woodlot products which increases the incomes of the resource owners but 
also supplies an additional source of income for those employed by this 
industry. However, the wages received by employees of industries such 
as the creosoting pl.ants may be expected to be larger than those obtained 
in the sawmill industry. No method of assessi~g the incomes of employees 
in the various industries is available in this study but a wide variation 
may be expected to occur between these industries. The number of workers 
for the industries whi~h are involved in the preliminary operations, i.e. 
loggers, was not ascertained by this study. Therefore, the total number 
of forest industry workers 1 if availableJ would reveal a mu~h better 
picture of the in~ome derived from th~ forest industry. 
B. SAWMILLS 
l. Duration of Establishment 
By the use of a bar graph in Figure VJ the distribution of sawmills 
by the duration of establishment is illustratei. 
Oneghundred and thirtygtwo of the total 133 sawmills reported their 
date of establishment. Over -half (57 percent) have been established sin@e 
1950. Twenty-nine percent of the mills were established in the 1940°s. 
Nearly three-fourths (73 percent) of the sawmills have been put into 
operation.during past ten years. The mills whi©h have been established 
for more than ten years are generally permanent and have more nearly 
TABLE VI 
INDUSTRY WORK FORCE 
Man Da;y:s : 
Industries Numbers Percent of Total : Usual 
Sawmills 168,740 65.7 871 
Pulpi P~leJ FropJ Post 
and Tie Buyers 40,850 15.9 173 
Char~oal Wood Buyers 19650 ,6 28 
Handle Sto~k Buyers 5,740 2.2 24 
CreosGting Plants ~9 2760 12 .6 16~ 
Total 256,740 100.0 13259 
Number of Workers 
Percent Hi~h 
69.2 983 
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maximum output for the type of e~uipment usea. 3 Some of the more recently 
established mills have been in operation previous to their present location 
but have been either ia (())ther counties 0r adjoining states. AlsoJ many of 
the mills established during the past few ye.a.rs are portable and their 
duration in one location may not be over one to two years. The mills 
which have been in one location for several years may usually be found in 
the pine area. Of the total number of mills for which complete data are 
available, forty-one pen:ent were established during the period 1953=1957 
with about half of these (fifty=one percent} «:Jlassed 2s permanent. During 
the period 1948=1952, twenty=one percent of the total number of mills were 
established, nearly three=fourths of these were considered permanent. 
Thirty=eight percent of all mills had an establishment date of bef(())re 
1947. Eighty=one percent of those est2blished before 1943 are permanent 
mills. Naturally permanent mills are more likely to have been in existence 
longer than the temporary type. Sixty=five per~ent of all mills are 
classed as permanent. 
2. Size of Work Force 
Figure VI shows the distribution of the work force in the sawmill 
industry. Only those mills reporting the usual number of workers were 
used for this distribution. 
The usual number of workers was reported by 189 sawmills. The 
major number (74 percent) of the sawmills employed 1=3 men. Eighteen 
3A "permanentu sa'W!nill is defined 2s being permanent with respect 
to location n@t dur.ation. Most of the 11 tempor<illry 10 mills in thb senSJe 
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Figure Vlo Distribution of Sawmills by Usua l Workers Class ~ 
sawmills (14 pergent) operated with 4=6 men with sixteen sawmills (12 
percent) using seven or more men. 
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The number af workers used by mills with the same type of equipment 
varies. The small mills (i.e., those with <()Inly one head saw) may be 
employing from one to five men when a~tually three men would be sufficient 
for the mill operation itself. Some mills indircated the excess number of 
workers was, in part, to provide some sort of employment for their 
neighbors. Others using 0nly one or two men are not striving for an 
efficient sawmill operation but rather for a means of supplementing their 
inc:ome from other sources. These mills, whi«;lh are undermanned, usually 
operate on a seasonal basis. However» some mills indi~ated they would 
be willing to increase output if timber resources were more readily 
available. This would indi~ate a need for improving the productivity of 
woodlots. The Forest Servk.e has stated that the productivity of woodJ .. otSJ 
could be doubled through the use of minimum forestry practices. 
3. Types of Products 
The three major classes of products sawn are ties, bridging» and 
construction lumber. All but 5 percent of the 1J2 mills reporting 
produced these products. The distributi@n among the major p~odurcts is 
as follows==construction lumber (58 percent)» ties (24 percent), and 
bridging (13 percent). The produc.ti<1illn of ties and bridging uses mainly 
hardwood resources. Thus J these pr(Q)durcts are produ<1H!d predo1mi11.Tumrntly 
outside the pine counties. Although furniture St(Q)~k is of min(Q)r imp@~t= 
ance, the value 0>£ this speicifalty pr(Q)du©t is greater than thSlt (Q)f any 
other produ@t. However, the limited ~uantity (Q)f speiciialty W(Q)Od in 
eastern Oklahoma restri©ts the pro~essing (Q)f these pr0du~tso 
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Ninety=one of the firm~ :re:p<QJitting indil(;l<ffited they prndul(;led at le8.St: 
two commodities with thirty=one of the firms produl(;ling three or more 
products. The diversification of products by mills is usually dependent 
on the species of wood and available secondary wood-using markets in the 
area. 
4. Sawlog Sizes 
The distribution of sawmills by average low diameter is illustrated 
graphically in Figure Vll, 
Nearly half of the 55 mills sawing pine are sawing pine logs with 
an average diameter of 8=9 inl(;lhes and one-third are sawing 10=11 inl(;lh 
logso Pine logs with the small average diameters are usually being 
sawn by mills outside of the predominantly pine counties. Since most 
mills are sawing pine fogs of less th2n e leveil:11 inches in diameter, this 
means that many small trees are being @ut whil(;lh obviously redul(;les the 
efficiency of these mill$. 
The 107 mills sawing hardwood are sawing larger logs than those 
sawing pine. Sixty~four percent of the mills are sawing logs with 
average small ell1\d ~iameters between 12= 15 inl(;lhes. The differen@e in 
size of logs between pine and hardwood may be auribwted t@ the differenlQl(E'. 
in value of these pr@ducts. At the stump$ the pri!Qle per M bd. ft. for 
pine is about ten dollars higher than that of hardwood. The price of 
pine as the end produ@t is higher than hardw@@d products, With better 
prices received for pine, the mills have been inclined to ignore any 
type of marked timber pr@gram which would in the long run improve both 
size and quality of the timber. Many mill8, however, partil(;lularly in the 
pine region, are moving toward sele~tive l(;lUtting of timber and this should 
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Figure VII. Distribution of Sawmills by Average Log Diameter8 


































5. Length of Haul 
The distance whi®h logs must be hauled from the stump to the saw 
can become a major cost in some instances. A distribution of the length 
of haul is shown in Figure VIII. 
The average length of haul was reported by 127 of the 133 sawmills. 
Eighty-three percent hauled an average of fifteen miles (one way) with 
less than 3 percent of the mills traveling more than twenty=five miles 
to obtain timber. It is apparent that most of the mills are located 
near the timber resources. Some of the temporary mills are situated 
on the tract of timber purchased and will move to a new site when these 
resources are exhausted. Tho~e mills with large output may in some 
instances travel ever fifty miles to obtain sawlogs which are of desir= 
able size and quantity. The permanent milb 1&re n<e»t abll.e to refocate 
without incurring high @osts and therefore .are pr\Oll!lle to haul timber 
greater distances. 
The length of haul is of importance to the costs of producing wood 
products.. This would be «lllf '1:loncern in determining the efficiency of the 
overall mill operation which would include all costs frlOO!. stump to the 
final mill . product. 
The lack of information concerning transport~tion costs points to 
the need for an efficiency study t\OI determine the optimum dist~nce which 
various size mills shoulcl haul timber. This ~y injirectll.y affect the 
incomes of the resource <»Wners by reducing the firm 0s processing costs. 
6. Location of Purchase 
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TABLE VU 
VOLUME SAWN BY PURCHASE UJJCATION, 1956 
County Percc:ent Percent Percent Percent 
Volume Industry BOIUJJght Bought Bought at 
Count;;g .[Mr'"Sd 0 Ft,~ Volume at Stum2 at Mill Roadside; 
"'"'.",;'cl-c,;_ 
Adair 2,378 3 77 23 
Atoka 2,861 4 47 53 
Cherokee 1»055 l 78 22 
Choctaw 4»947 6 67 27 6 
C<e»al 350 a 100 
Del.aware 2:; 141 3 92 8 
Haskell 560 1 94 6 
La.timer 2»005 3 100 
Le Flore 5»810 1 91 9 
McCurtain 43,,181 55 89 H 
McIntosh 1»26.3 2 100 
Muskogee 575 l 100 
Pittsburg 3»395 4 62 38 
Pushmataha 7»910 lO 41 58 1 
Sequoyah 348 2 69 
=-
31 
Total 78.9865 100 78 22 a 
a 
than ,5 Less percent, 
for additional study, 
One county has over half of the tot2l wood sawn. this wood is 
mainly from non=farm wo@dl©llU and may inclmie Sl(;)me wood from adjoining 
counties or Arkansas. However, the amount of wood taken across county 
lines is assumed to balance for any given county. Those counties with 
major pine or hardwood concentrati~ns account for the major portion of 
the fifteen~county wood sawn. Of course, the larger sawmills in terms 
of output per year are located in the counties with the large ~uantities 
of wood sawn. 
7. Price variation 
Sevente~n percent of the sawmills reported price variation for wood 
bought at the stump, ten percent reported price variation for wood bought 
at the mill. Considering the fact that most wood is bought at the stump 
(78 percent) this implies that of all wolOld bought fifteen per~ent involves 
price variation. 
The quoted variations aire likely tw be underQestimated sin~e the 
respondents were the buyers. The amount @f variation was not available. 
Differences in accessibility of the timber stand and the length of road 
haul make a study in price variation for woodlot products extremely 
cumbersome. A study of this phase by surveying the wood sellers would 
add greatly'to improving the market f@r ft!!>rest pr(l)duieu. 
8. Operating Horsepower 
Graph;!lc.11Uy in .<!!1•!,gt1!re ll is shown the dlbtribution of s.aiwm:Uls by 
the tot~; amount of horsepower used. 
Of the 13.3 sa\mliUs C<!llntacted cm the forest survey, 128 reported 
total horsepower of their mill. Moiu: mills <77 percent) operated with 
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horsepower rating of over 250. 
Some sawmills were obviously overpowered or underpowered. Many 
firms using car motors were not geared for maximum efficiency. this lack 
Gf power in many instances caused delays particularly if large timber 
was being sawed. Most mills which are located at or near the major pine 
and hardwood resources generally have ample horsepower for their operations. 
The greatly differing horsepower ratings for motors in similar mill types 
indicates a need for determining the optimum power unit for the different 
size of each mill. 
9. Combinations of Saw and Motor E~uipment 
One of the major differences in equipment is in the number of head 
Freguenci <0>f Mills TI£! <OJf E9i1uipimel!llt 
Number Per~ient He.aid S.ai'W':s Edsers Trimmers !Gani Saws 
54 45 l 
15 13 1 l 
18 15 1 l 
24 20 1 1 l 
l a 1 2 
l a l 1 2 
l a 2 1 
1 a 2 2 l 
2 2 l 1 1 1 
l a 2 2 2 l 
1 a mi- 1 119 roo ~ ~ ·~ 
'lie»tals for lJO Mill@ lJJ: 2J jl 4 
a Less than one per~ent. 
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able report as having one head saw amd nCQl e@g~r$ CQlr trimmers. Ninety=five 
per©ent of the mills have only one head saw and no gang saw. The remaining 
five percent are large mills mainly operating in the pine icounties of 
eastern Oklahoma. the :Jtnstalllation CQlf gang saws by mills is a re<0ent 
effort to improve their effi©ienicy. Mills ~sing the gang saw have in 
some ©ases doubled their o~tput. those who have recently installed a gang 
saw exp.eict an improved effkien©y in miH operati@n. The change frOJm the 
• 
use of the head saw t@ a gang saw has been gradual and in some instan~es 
later ©hapter of this thesis will give an indi©ati(Q)n of the effi©ien©y 
of mills with vari@us types @f equipment. 
ye8.r. The sawmills with m@re than roine mot(Q)I' ustu:1.Hy have larger wutput 
per year than the single mlQJtor mills" I'he additiCQJJJ:Mlll motors genera Uy 




SAWMILLS CLASSIFIED BY NUMIBER OF Mi!JFORS 
Number of Motors Frie!USifl©l, ©if M<OltGrs Gas Diesel ti Electric Total Mills 
1 90 15 l 106 
2 2.3 3 l 27 
3 l 3 4 
10-15 2 2 
20-25 2 2 
over 25 1 l 
Total Mills Reporting U4 18 10 14i 
Total Mot01rs Repert.ed 139 21 586 746 
a Also includes steam and kerosene motors. 
trimmers. Oirnly ten sai:oomilb reported the use (Qlf electric motors. The 
the feasibility of using electric motors was not determined by this study. 
Several types of p~er are used by sawmills, Which type is best 
can only be determined by studying their effi@iency under similar 
lacking, and a latter part of this study will show that a future effi@ll.®~©J 
study would be desirable. The objective of such a study would be to 
of wood produ~ts thr~ugh m~re effi~ient plants. 
l. Durati~n of Establishment 
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A distributilDln of the duration of establishment is illustrated in 
Figure X. The total number of buy®rs surveyed {37} rep@rted the length 
of establishment. Fifty=seven percent ef these have been established 
in the 1950°s with 35 percent put into operatien during the 1940°s. The 
buyers who have been est<illblLished for twenty oir more years are large=voltllme 
operators. The new outlets for these various produets have led tlDl new 
firms erntering the indu1,Jtry. Many OJf the firms in the northern counties 
are post buyers who handle only a few posts as a sideline to their main 
enterprise. For these latter firms» being in operation for several years 
does not indicate that large v@lumes are handled. The large buyers whi©h 
have been re©ently est$blished began their operati~n be©ause IOif se@wndary 
markets for wwod prwdu@ts. Also» l@wer grades of wood are being used 
by some buyers whw have re~ently established. One buyer in the hardw@@d 
area of eastern Oklahoma pur©hases low grade hardwwod t~ process into 
.absorbent stru©tural p~pero MiOire studly i!S needed to deteirmine i1!11.dl!llstries 
whi©h could use the inferiwr trees on w@@dl@ts. 
2. Size of W@rk F~r~e 
Figure XI shows the distributi@n of w@rkeirs in this segment @f the 
forest industry. Sixty per@ent wf the buyers have @nly one perswn 
handling the produ©U &t the yard. tweinty=fo\\llr periQ.iant have 2 t@ 3 
employees with six buyer$ haviimg :four @Js v1ulOJre workers. One firm» 
operating in six different lo@ations» emplwys one hundred workers. 
Seventy.,,seven perlr;ent @f the firms with wnly one. worker are exiclu= 
sively post buyers. Seventy per©ent of these are lo©ated in the nwrth= 
ern counties, and all ex@ept two firms handle only hardwood posts. The 
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The number @f WrQlrkeriSJ ©utting the W\Qlwd sold to buyers was not 
ascertained. There wOJuld be no way (Q)f determining how many cutters 
were involved as buyers in m,my instances had no re©ord of persons from 
whom they had purchased WrQlod. Therefore» the actual employment in this 
industry would be diffi@ult to ascertain. Much seasonality in WOJ@d 
cutting was found» particularly for th@se cutting hardwood posts. 
3. Types of Product and Price Variation 
Included in table X are the buyers classified by wood type. the 
amount of price variati@n is shown by the last c@lumn of the table. 
Thirty=seven buyers are located in nine rQlf the fifteen eastern OklahrQlma 
Cl())Unties. The largest number of firms (62 percent) are post and prop 
buyers. Twelve firms (32 per©ent) are buying pulpwood. The post buyers 



















buyers. Tww of the four firms buying ties Hst this produ©t as being the 
most important. Eight ~f the buyers handle two or more products with five 
buyers purchasing three wr m©JJre different produ@ts. 
Only a small anM)tum.t ())f price vari.ation was repoirted by the buyers. 
Three of the firms buyi~g pulpwood indicated that their prices varied 
during 1956 and three tie buyers reported pri©e variation. The large 
buyers:, particularly the p(!))St handlers, have price lists for the varfous 
products. There is some differen©e in prices between counties, however, 
the price of the products within~ ©ounty are usl.llffilly the same. the 
difference in prices between counties can be partially explained by the 
difference in spe@ies and ~uality of the wood. The difference in pulp= 
wood prices may be attributed to the lo~ation of the outlet. Some pulpwood 
buyers are able to set lower pri@es bec~use no other firm is near enough 
for the woodlot owners \t:!Ql at.td.n higher pri@es for their prod1uw:ts. It 
is the judgment of the writ.er that the present pulpwood produ©tion 
potential would not warrant the establishment of more buyers. 
4. Length (()Jf Haul 
Figure XII shows graphi@ally the dist.ributi@n of buyers by the 
length of their haul. this shows only the average distance the wood 
is hauled to the buyer 0s yard. 
Thirty~six buyers rep@rted an aver.age dist~nlCe @f haul for timber. 
Seventy=eight per@ent <illf the timber wa~ h~uleid a dlistsi.nice of twe@ty mile@ 
or less. The liQlngest @f the .average dlistta\n10:e was seventy.,five miles by 
one buyers. The haulis whi@.h were (QlVBr twenty miles invl!)Jlved allL typ"'MS iQlf 
buyers. The hauling in nwrthern counties which are pred@minantly hard= 
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additional in©@me, The ha~ling in the pine @~untieis is in most instan~es 
d®ne by the buyer or by a @\Olntra@t hauler, The timber is usually hauled 
ta points of concentratiwn l\Qlcated at railr<01ad terminals. This is 
especially true of pine pulpwood buyers as it is all shipped out of 
state for processing, 
D, MISCELLANEOUS WOOD PRij~ESSORS 
1, Charc@al Makers 
There are f\Olur ©har@@al wo@d buyers in e.ai.1U:ern Oklahoma, These a:re 
l@@ated where an ade~uate supply of hardwo@d is present, Hi@kory and 
oak are the most @emmon types \Olf W\Ol©Jd used in making ichar,c((llal, 
One firm has been in \Olperati\Oln forty=wne years with the other three 
being established in the year1 1956=57, The increased use of icharic(Q)al 
has brought about the e:st~blbhmew.t of firms ilt'! the ~\Oluiml!::ies whe:re 
,iuie<q[uate low gra.de hard1'!,iY(J;W®1 il!l preseimt. A large a.m(Q)uJOJ.t of icha.rcoal i$ 
pr0icessed into charcwal bt'itqiuett1H. 
The usual number wf w@rkers empl@yerrn ria.\nges fr«:llm four to ttmlve 
men. ?he firm whi@h has beeim el!ltabli1hecl f(Q)r the l(Q)ngest peri!Old in= 
dicated the operati<O!ims :r'tll!ffiS wn a seas0>nai.l b£$b, This means that the 
firm is not operatiimg at @~~acity and allwwing the workers and kilims t© 
be idle during a pwrti@n (Q)f the year, The reaswn fwr this season~lity 
was not determined. The m.wre re\Gent lly e&i:tllll.blished firms ind:l<C2ted they 
would operate the entire ye~r» thereby giving full=time employment f\\llr 
their workeni. 
The volume \\llf W@@d pr@«:(!lHl!sed by the ~h.arCC'.\\llal plarnts for a ped.wd ©if 
one year ~ai.nn((llt be as@ert<ffiiimed sin@e three of the firms were est~blishecl 
during 1956 or later. Some \Olf the reicently established pl~nts have 
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in.tentions of building additional kilns whi<s:h W<Cluld inccre«&ise th@ir vo1fome. 
the price paid per cord ~f wood varies between counties but not within 
counties. The wood resource owners in the southern counties receive a 
lower price per cord than ~f those resource owners in the northern 
counties. The lower pri©e in the southern counties may be explained by 
a low volwne of wood being procel'llsed relative tOJ a large volume of wood 
available for prlQJcessing. AccGrcling t<OJ A. C. Pakula.» a large charcoal 
industry could be supported by those Oklahoma forest res@urcei which 
4 have no higher use value. 
instance where the wood was being ©leared from a ranch. The W(i'J)Od is 
for the produttlt. 
Oklahoma. Three milb have '!been estaib:Ushed si1mce 1940 with the other 
4A. C, Pakul~ I.h!, p_omerst._i,! ,Cha.!:_©.2_!! ~\.@.!'~~. ~ ,QJ.t..l~!i(i'J)~!s Bulle.timt 
No, B=495, Oklah~ma Agr.·ir.ultura.l Expe:rime1!1lt St$ti(QJ·n, August, 1957 » p. 18, 
mill beginning its oper&ti«,»n in 1920. The.se mills are located in a 
three-county area (Adairp Cherokee, and Delaware) in eastern Oklah(!)Jlla. 
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All firms worked 200 or more days during 1956. The numb@r of men 
working ranged from one to ten per mill. These mills are somewhat 
seasonal in their operati111Pns .as they deic:rease the number of men used 
during the summer months. The reason f!Q)r the decline in output during 
the summer months is duet~ the decrease in demand for handles. A 
large number of axe, matt~@k, hoe, pick, hammer, and maul handles are 
manufactured by these mills. The firms indicated the best sales occurred 
the fall, winter, and spring months, with most of their products being 
sold in the southern and s~uthwestern states. 
The major types ~f w~@d used f@r making handles are hickory and 
ash. Except far cme fi:i:m 9 the WOH!llid :ii.IS ireut .mnd hauled to the miU by 
the farmers in the area. The price paid by the mills varies from eigh0 
teen to twenty 0 three d~llars per cord. This difference in price may 
be partially attributed t@ the types and quality ~f w~od bought by 
the mills. The in@ome re~eived by the farm woodlot owners in these 
counties contributes substantially to their family income. 
The distance of the haul by farmers averages between ten and twenty 
miles with smne large tru~k loads being hauled up to sixty miles. Most 
of the wo@d is hauled frwm. nearby farms. 
Some of the plants appeared to be in g~od mechani@~l ©~nditi~n 
while others had ma@hin~s that were in neei of repair or repla@ement. 
The plant eff'i@ien@y seemed to vary greatly because the and,t1J!ltllated 
equipment being used by Sl\lmne firms. The determination of the most 
effiaient type Gf plant with the use 0£ the available wGod resour~es 
may be very benefi<eial t1D1 in©re.aising the returns t,IQJ both the firm and 
the farm wwoitHot <Olwner. Alth<Olugh thh wo@d (Q)utlet may be small icompared 
t(QJ other types cf Gutlet:s .9 any means cf in@rEMllsing farm in@(Q)me should 
be investigated. 
3. Creosoting Plants 
Creosoting plai.nts have been in operai.tion in eastern Oklah(D)ma. :sin<Ce 
1907. The five firms rep@rting use the pressure method of treating 
WQod. A dipping method was used in the early days by some firms» but 
this did not impregnate the wo<Q)d fibers ex@ept near the surfa@e. Most 
firms have converted t<L'D the pre,.:sure systems :and through an edu©:ati'°nal 
prOJgramfl most @10insume.rs are now :spe<Cifying QJ:ruly pressure=treated woo)(d. 
Only one firm OJper,U:e<li\ le,ss: tha,l\11 200 d@ys during 1956. The rea&ll(Qln 
for this firm operating; le:s&ll than 200 d®y:Bl w1u1 due tlQJ the ©:IQJnver:silQJn 
IQJf the plant t«:» the pre:B:s@re treaiting :,s;y:Btem. McOJst firms are Qlperat= 
ing at or near 1Capa©:ity e1:s the dlemal!lld f(('.l)r ,mr:eiQlSIQlt(")\d '!!imod prlQJdlu@t:B was 
goOJd dur;i,ng 1956. 
The average da:Uy :m.l.mib<ar tQJf men ILl!SH,MJl by :a plant is up to sevien.ty= 
five. the varfatfon in the m\Jlmbe.r ,of workers emplL©lyed duirb.g the year 
were only slight. The time of year is ei fa©tcn: affe@ting the number 
empfoyed 8\S adver.!:!e we,athe1t ,con«i\iticrins teJl:ll.d t·.tii restrain full openi1.ti©J:r11.. 
Almost 3.7 milli<QJn ©ubi@ feet lQlf W(QI@@ was p:rlQJ©essed «iluring 1956 
by the five creosQJting pJLamts in thit.i St\t!ldl.y. the p:ri©:e'"1 rai.nged fr@m 
.35 · ttiJJ 42 ,cents per ©\IJlbi©: f,OJot. this «lliff®renrge in pri©:e m2y be mainly 
attributed t©> the diffe:i:·ent types and s;faea IQJf wolQld pr(QJ©ea:sed. The 
ma.jar produce ts @reors(Q;ted illl.:re pine porsts ain.d p(Q;les. (On@ fil1rr1 @riM))SJOtes 
«:mly ha.rdWIOJQ!l ties while ©1ther fil'mSJ cQ:re@reote ©nly .a negligible ~m©unt 
of hardw@gd. 
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Three of the five firms buy their wood from farm-owned woodlots. 
Forty-five percent of the wood processed was bought from farm-owned 
timber. Most of this wood was hauled by contract haulers with only one 
firm reporting fifty percent being hauled by farmers. The average haul 
varies from ten to seventy-five miles. The longest hauls occur for 
those firms which are located outside of the pine region. 
The increase in volume of wood being creosoted has provided an 
incentive for woodlot owners to sell the timber to these processors. 
Much timber which was undesirable for other uses in the past can now be 
used by the creosoting plants. Additional investigation of the creosot-
ing plants may prove fruitful as these products have become important to 
the forest industry during the recent years. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MODEL FOR POTENTIAL CAPACITY OF THE SAWMILL INDUSTRY 
A. INTRODUCTION 
l. Type of Firm Studied 
Sawmills were selected for this study for several reasons. Secondary 
industries using dimension stock are dependent on the production of 
sawmills, These secondary wood users provide markets for wood product$ 
which influence,both directly and indirectly, the per capita income of 
families in eastern Oklahoma, These other industries seem to be working 
near capacity, The buyers, creosoting plants and handle factories are 
working at or near the maximum number of working days. It is assumed 
that these industries 0 efficiency is at or near optimumJ certainly it is 
more near optimum efficiency than the sawmill industry. 
In the sawmill industry there are a sufficient number of fiirms to 
make a statistical study of cost? efficiency, and capacity. This number 
is large enough that a breakdown into different types of firms leaves 
sufficient members in each group to make statistical fitting of cost 
functions possible, The sawmills in addition, all produce one type of 
product regardless of the type of firm. 
The last reason is, perhaps, the most important. There are obviou@ 
indications that many sawmills operate less than capacity especially with 
respect to duratiQn of yearly operationv Only a small number Qf mills 
(seventeen) are operating over 200 days per year. The remaining firms 
operating at less than 200 days indicate excess capacity in this industry. 
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This means that with suffiicient wood resources, the industry output c@uld 
be increased with existing equipment and with possible reduction of unit 
costs. Since sawmills are processors of logs into lumber, an understanding 
of potential log supply and lumber demand is needed. 
2. Log Production Potential 
The production of woedlot products in eastern Oklahoma is now below 
its potential. The non•farm production under present management is assumed 
to be at or near full capacity. If the farm production is brought up to 
the level per acre of non-farm production., output would be nearly doubled 
for pine sawlogs. Also with the application of minimum forestry practices 
the output of all woodlot products could be nearly doubled, to bring 
production near the net growth potential. 
Several factors must be considered in developing a program for better 
production of wood products. Firstj the time required for growing 
merchantable sawlogs in eastern Oklahoma would be, in most areas, a 
minimum of twenty years for pine and even longer for the hardwood species. 
Therefore any investment in pine seedling planting would involve a lengthy 
period before any.monetary return was realized. Seeondly, the land owner~ 
ship, outside of that owned by non~farm residents, is generally restricted 
to small tracts, 50 to 100 acres. For forest pro~uction to be e@onomical» 
it is estimated that forest land must return more than 2 to 3 dollars per 
acre annually which is currently the case in many inistances. Also» con• 
fronting the land owner is the progressive land tax which is being adopted 
by some states along with a maximum land area ownership by an individual. 
These are only a few of the problems facing the woodlot owners in eastern 
Oklahoma. 
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· Forestry workers in Oklahoma estimate that production can be increased 
by about thirty percent by 1975 and an increase of fifty percent by the 
year 2000. The current pr0duction could be increased by insect, disease 
and fire prevention along with planting seedlings and removing the 
undesirable species. This would indicate that the potential capacity of 
forest production is encouraging. Only through better forestry programs 
can this potential preduction be achieved. 
3. Lumber Demand Potential 
The potential demand for wood products by 1975 may possibly call 
for a greater amount of imports into this state than is expected. With 
the possibility of a rapid industrial development, it could also be 
expected to increase the use of wood by a similar proportion in Oklahoma. 
The estimated demand for industrial wood for the U.S. in 197? may be 
l 25 to 40 percent above 1952. The demand for fuelwood would decrease by 
abo~t 25 percent during the same period. It is reasonable to assume that 
certain species of wood will be imported regardless of the production in 
Oklahoma. However, imports can be balanced with exports of the existing 
species in Oklah01ll.a to meet the nation°s demand. Under existing conQ 
ditions, the potential demand for wood products in Oklahoma would exceed 
the expected 1975 produ~tion by an even greater percentage than at the 
present. Increasing production through better management: could by 1975 at 
least meet the current ratio of production to demand. By increasing 
managerial practices, it could be expected that by 1975 the output of 
l . 
Edward C. Crafts, nTimber Resources for America vs Futuren, Timber 
Resource Review, Forest Servicej United States Department of Agriculture 
(Washingt9n, D. c., Septem.b®ri 1955) p. 28. 
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sawlogs in eastern Oklahoma ©ould be as high ~s 150 million board feet. 
In 1955, the output of sawlogs was 115 million board feet. If this is 
the amount which eastern Oklahoma currently is required to supply to 
meet the nation 1 s demand then it is reasonable to assume that by 1975 the 
demand for forest produets could be met with Oklahema 0s increased output 
and a similar inerease in output by other areas of the nation. However, 
applying the estimated demand increase for the United States in 1975 
would project a large in©rease in wood consumption in Oklahoma, No data 
are available for estimating the potential demand for WIQJod products in 
Oklahoma specifically. The ccmsumption of wood in Oklahema during the 
p2st has not been recorded. This restricts any estimation of potential 
demand in Oklahoma to a mere guess= 0 an indi©ation that further study of 
the demand for wood by the Oklahoma market and of the total demand for 
Oklahoma wood would be useful. There is a·iJ; present n\O study reporting 
any estimates of the parameters of wood demand either by areas or by the 
nation. 
4, General Statement of the Model 
In the absence of demand relationships» firm and industry effi©iency 
and capacity must be examined only in a @ost sense divorced from revenue 
and profit consid.eratio1ns. Suigh an analysis implietS that l\j)nit reverme is 
independent of output;> an a/Ssumptfon that may nearly hold up onmly tu!.der 
small variations in output. The capacity of sa'Wmills will be compared 
with three supply condition/S = 1956 .aictual» 1975 net growth potential, 
1975 demand potential, These figures are 86. 7 J 115. 0 » and 152 ,:2 million 
board feet resperg,tively. There a.re three major ways in whirch the rcapatic:U::y 
of the sawmill industry may be increased; fl) raising the days ope.rated! 
by existing firms to s~me reasonable maximum such as 200 days, (2) 
increasing individual firm efficiency, for a given type of firm, and 
(3) optimizing the efficiency of the industry by maximizing the efficiency 
of the optimum type of firm. 
The objectives of the abGVe methods are te determine the effect of 
efficiency increase on the wood industry. It will allow the estimation 
of changes in the value of forest production from both farm and nonQfarm 
woodlots, especially the determination of the increase in value of farm 
wood production as a percent of the present. The effect these methods 
have on the capital costs of the forest industry will be reflected. 
Another important factor is determining what these methods will do to the 
man days of employment and payroll in the industry. More efficient 
production of wood produ~ts in Oklahoma may in@rease the demand if more 
favorable pricing is made possible by redu~ed costs. 
Improving the efficiency ©lf the firms .and improving the st.:ruc:ture 
of the industry is only on a pilot study basis and wiU be useful in 
determining the need f@r further study. If a large degree of variability 
exists within a firm type, then improving the efficiency of firms by 
another more detailed study would seem useful. This also applies to 
improving the industry structure by obtaining the optimum efficie~t firm 
operation in the industry. An example of in@reasing the effi~ien~y of an 
operation has o~~urred sin@e the data for this stujy was obtained. One 
firm recently indicated that, after the addition of a gang saw 3 it has 
nearly doubled its 01llltpuit in the second year of its eperation after 
learning how better to employ the new equipment. Whether this h~s lowered 
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its average <e(())St curve ©@uld only be determined by an ef fkierutey study» 
howeveri this firm 0s @wner believes~ more effi<eient operation has 
resulted from the addi.tion of this et!Jluipment. 
B. CAPACITY AT 200 DAYS OPERATION 
The existing types of firms icould be brought t@ full capi:u::ity in 
terms of the number of days operatted, Of the. mills f(Q)r which complete 
d8J.ta are available, fifty=eight percent (())perated le5:s than half of 
the year. Only fourteen percent IQlf the mills operated 200 di/l\ys or miQ)re 
during 1956. 'The sawmill ind\\llstry in eaisterrn Oklahoma h thus befow 
its potential ieapa©ity with respect to days <Q)perated. The meth@d for 
@btaining an estimate 1DJf ''timen capa!Clity iiSl asi folJL@ws: AH firms whfoh 
work 200 days @r m@re are 21].r;JJtt~id their 8\©t'IJlai.l prwductilO!no Th<QJse whi~h 
w@rk less than ~00 dai.ys a1,e i1rnc;reas®d t@ ~00 d/3\ys at lr';al@uliffited dadJ.y 
lilAll,tputs. This aissumes thalt up \tlQ) 200 dei.yrs there are C0]:11:St.am.t returns tQJ 
time as a varisible fac:t@:r. 200 days W/9'.S ig:h,lQ1:Ben a~ ~apa((3ity with :reiBpe({';t 
to time since m1a1ny :sawiilll.iB are hindered by days when loarcll weather makes 
dirt road tra!Jl.spo1rt and (Q)@·Uide 10lperati@1l1!. impr,M;ticable if li.1\i!JJt imp0,ssible 
11;1$:i.ng existing te<ehnique.iB and fixed plant. iJ(Q)ve:red mills» leg invent@ries » 
and favored lG@ati(Q)n makes ~peration up t@ 300 days p@ssible f@r some millso 
It is assumed that lbel,,w 200 days» on the aver.age 9 ll.a@k @f fa.nlLl 01 t.imiei 0ff 
©apa©ity ifs capable @f b~b.g remedied with©Jut ©h~nging the fixed plL2rn.t» 
alw<!il.ys assuming the pl:'1Qlduir:it is sale.able at profit. The firm and industry 
@apaicit.y models will be stantCteirdized at 200 days CJperatfon for all finrnfll o 
l. Econ.omil!l ca_pa@ity Theory 
)•' 
To view theoretically t.he cost curves for an industry» the follow= 













where total output is at. ~l x N1» {N1 e~uals number of firms), and ea@h 
firm is operating at. SAC1 plant type. At this point, SAC1 = SMC1 = LMC = 
LA~ for each firm and a.verl!l,ge tGo:sU i91.re at a minim1\.l.!ll in blQJt.h t.he s.hi0rt. 
on SAc1, SAo2 , and SAC]» but all are operating at. minimllllm SAC1 • Tot.al 
demand in the short run is equal to (03 x N3) + (02 x Na>+ col x Nl). 
This assumes that firms @an.not. imooiediately @hange their s@ale of pl~nt. 
Even in the short run some firms may be operating on SAC1, SAC2» 
and SAC; but at out.puts where short. run average @osts are above the 









These firms could make adjustment within their scale of plant to 
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These firms not using the optimum techni~ue f@r a given output would have 
average cost curves that lie @ompletely ab~ve the LAC curve. T~is can 






The long run average cost curve is an envelope curve to those short 
run average cost curves that use the best techniques for any given input~ 
output com.bina.t.iicm. The difference between SAC1 and SAC2 is ~ a la©k 
of optimizing techni~ues but a la©k of optimizing the long run technology 
available. A higher degree of technology used implies higher fixed costs. 
The following production curves illustrate the input~output combinations 
underlying this argument. f represents fixed costs in terms of inputs. 
C 




0 1 1 .,. I 
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The total product curves, tp4 and tp5 correspond respectively to 
the firm 0s SAc4 ~nd SAc5 @urves. tp1 and tp2 a~e tangent to TP1 and 
~orresp~nd to SAC1 and SACi respe~tively. 
L~@ii,t.il(.l)nal d.isturban@es may affe@t e@onrnni@ fi:rm and indust:iry 
stru@ture efficien@y. For e~~nc»mi@ firm effi@ien@y the plant is operati~g 
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best techniques for given inputs. Also for optimum industry stru@ture 
efficiency, all firms are operating on the same SAC curve which is tangent 
at its minimum te the minimum point on the LAC curve. That is, each firm 
would have the same plant type for industry efficiency. The production or 
output by the industry would be based on the long run or planning product 
curve. Each firm would operate where tp1 = TP1 » illustrated in the 
foregoing diagram. But within any given area, demand for output may 
be so small with tran.sp<!l>rt cost isolation that maximum structural efficien~y 
cannot be a~hieved. For the same reasons, even single firms may be operat= 
ing at a profit using ineffi~ient te~hni~ues for an output that is above 
the minimum average eest f@r the industry and above the minimum average 
cost for the firm. Su~h isolation may allow firms to operate under 
monopolistic competition and restri@t outp~t t~ maximize profit. The 
sa'Wl!lill industry parti@ularly has the cha~a@teristi@ of this type of 
locational disturbam:e to ''spaeeleu" ectGJ!l!.IQlmi((! eigiuilibril!llm. 
2. Assumptions 
a) Firms are operating in pure ~om.petition with respe@t to output 
and factor demand., i.e.,, the price of W©ll!J)d p,r<01du©U is very little 
affected by firm output an~ the pri@es of fa@t@rs (logs, equipment,, 
power, and labor), are unaffected by firm input levels • 
.. lo) Due to la@k of estimates 1/J!f dem.£ntdi. elasticities .9 assume that 
the elasticity is unity and thus revenue unaffe~ted by output. (This 
assumption is reasonable sin~e OklahGID.a 0s production is only a small 
percent of natioiml produetion and if nation.al demand elasticity is 
unitary. However» transp(Q)rt co,sts do tend t©> isolate Oklahoma Os dem.£nd.). 
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c) Firms are nwt is@lated spatially with r~spect to output. (The 
maximum length of haul by mills in all counties of eastern Oklahoma 
overlaps considerably. They not only overlap within counties but between 
counties.) 
d) Capital and labor markets are perfectly liquid and thus changes 
in plant type aad industry structure are feasible even though not 
n8cessarily profitable, Certainly labor in eastern Oklahoma is physically 
available since it is a l&bor surplus area with grossly underemployed 
labor in agriculture. The capital H~uidity ,uisumption is muich less likely 
to be valid. The de~ision to expand a plant is based on the returns to 
capital and labor and the unit l!HliSt cf capital may very well be increasQ 
ing with incre~:dng use. But in additilOlltll, it may just imiot be available at 
any price whicij is mcst likely locally. 
3. The se,rces ~f Data 
Data fior this study was obtained by the survey and from secondary 
sources. 
a) Survey data: 
Data available frt001 the survey iltll©ludes_production in board feet wf 
wood by sawmills for 1956» the number of days individual firms operated» 
the total horsepower wf the power unitsJ the numbers and kinds of power 
units, the numbers and kinds of saws oper~ted and the usual number iof 
men in the sawmill oper~ti@n. 
From this infiormati©n» the IQ)Utput for ea@h mill was cal~ulated at 
a level of a full~year 0s @perations. those firms operating at less than 
200 days were brought up t@ the fullayear level to obtain the estimated 
sawmiH industry ~2pia,dty ~t standard.bed dura.tions of operati«11n. The 
re~inder of the physi@al information then needed prices and depre~iation 
rates to be transformed int@ fixed and variable ©Ost series. 
b) Secondary dat~: 
Price information on gas and diesel motors and their operating costs 
was furnished by the AllisQChalmers Company, Sand Springs, Oklahoma. 
Electric motor prices and operating costs were furnished by Elmer Daniels, 
Agricultural Engineering Department, Oklahoma State University. These 
operating costs were of a schedule nature allowing the survey information 
on horsepower and type of motor to be translated into estimated operating 
Prices of other e~uipment and their rate of depreciation wais furni~h= 
ed by L. J. Clymerp St~te Ext;enisir.m F«n."ester. Mr. Clymer also gave 
estimates of motor depre~iation in the sa'!wl!l!.ill industry whi~h were 
sufficiently different fri;,m the makers 0 e1timates to warrant their use. 
The faster rate of depr@@iation is probably due to the @onditions of 
operati«:m in the sawmill industry whe,re uneven loads}) dust alt'Ad moisture 
tend t@ wear out p(Q)wer e.~uiipment faster than the average given by the 
makers. 
Wages are re,!Uil(Q)nably standardized t.hr@ughout the industry wll.th tw@ 
wage rates; eine for a saw1er andl ©lne for hi&'! helpers. va.ri~U.on imt t@ta1 
labor ~©SU is due largely t© variati@n in the number tQlf hellpe:rtfS whi@h ili2 
turn. b partly depe1m@e1mll; <Ollll the number t:>f 5im&ll SS\W$. So1m® m©ire effic:iermt 
and higher output mills pay highe:ir rates but all were standardized ~t 
the average. Mr. Clymer furni$hed these rates which were ~he~ked by~ 
small telephone ffill&mple ·tw rep:rres®lihtative. firm t.yp€lli!l1. This data is lbted 
in the appendix. 
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c) Reliability of the data: 
There are several @bvious lacks in data. No within~firm variability 
is available since yearly aver.age figures for each firm were used. Within~ 
firm variability due to differences in labor inputs or inefficient use of 
similar equipment, will be assessed by ci001paring firms of similar equip-
ment: types. This intr.@duces the assumpticn1 that within broad types of 
firms there is no ne\C.!eS!.'ilc!lllry differe!llce in managerial skill. 
The data used in thli.s analysis is not that needed for the ideal 
efficiency and capa~ity study. There are several improvements needed for 
such a study. Data to obtain within firm variability from various levels 
of labor inputs are needed. Also, the different levels of firm management 
for similar types of e~uipment and the engineering data on optimum types 
of equipment and power needs would be req[ui.red for analyzing the industry Os 
individual firm effi©ien~y and ©apaaity. Individual firm labor ©Osts and 
other individual firm ©@St3 would be re~uired. Time and motion stu~ies 
of different types and arrangements of this optimum e~~ipment could be 
analyzed with respe@t t@ these individual costs. Nevertheless, it is 
h.Q>ped that this study wiU dete(C';t grou dif:fe:ren@es in firm effi~ien@y 
and point to the pla~es where detailed efficien(C';y studies might be 
warranted. The results will also lend valuable help to su~h a study in 
illustrating the major firm types and the major sour~es ill>f variability 
within these types. 
JD). FIRM AND INDUSTRY C'-A.PAtClTY MODEL 
l. 'l'he Modlel Pr())blem 
The model prwblem in the ©ase ~f empiri~al ~~at curves ii ©emp~sed 
of at least. three imp0>rl.!.n1!:: faic:eu; the e©.ill>imirnniig.11 the statisti~a.l.9 and. 
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the empirical. The model must first conform to the underlying assumptions 
of economic theory. Then it must be isuscceptible to statistical fitting 
processes. The difficulty of solving this problem is compounded by the 
joint dependence of these two parts of the problem. The third facet 
is the nature of the empirical observations which are comm.only attained 
by surveys or cost account,ing studies of an industry. This data problem 
will be examined first. 
a) The data problem: 
Nearly all empirical @bserv.ations of average it::osts lie around a 
hyperbolic type itJ>f funct:ii.\lllln. This is true of this study, as Figure XIII 
illustrates. 
In other words, we seldom have observations in the real w~rld where 
diminishing returns o@@ur: the average cost curves, assuming as we do th~t 
factor prices are independent of output 3 never i~em to turn up, although 
the example in Figure JtlI! does have one fin.al observatfon Umt would He 
above a hyperboli© fun~ti(Q)n. This predb:p@se.s the investig@tt:«:n,' t;cµ fit a 
hyperboiUc average co/Sit :th1ll'.Mitfon thr10>ugh fitting a linear toU.l ~ost 
function or to fit dire~tly a logarithmic function to the observ2tions 
of average c:ost. 
b) The statisti,cal problemz 
The types of curvers that may be fitted statistically are numero1iui but 
nevertheless limited. Linear in real numbers wf their logarithms is the 
common ,choice. Folynomi~ls ~f any degree with or without product terms 
@an also be fitte«i but involve more diffiicuhy in ir:l<mnputaticm and ~on= 
sider.able likelihood that one or more coeffi~ients ~f degree higher than 
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c) The ecenomi~ prQblem: 
The economi~ problem involves finding forms of equations that do'not 
violate the implications @f the assumptions made by economic theory. 
Industry or long-run total cost curves may indeed be linear, implying 
constant returns to the factors. But firm er short~run total cost curves 
must at least be convex to the output axis so that long-run industry 
average cost does not lie above average total firm costs. The following 
section on the models investigated will demonstrate these difficulties. 
A further difficulty involves the use of the model. We are looking for 
firm and industry maximum cost efficiency without regard to demand 
relationships. In the £bsence ~f empirical studies in the forest industry, 
price is assumed independent of output and thus cost efficiency is examined 
outside of revenue considerations. Cost efficiency can be thought of as 
minimizing average total ~ost for the firms and average (variable} cost 
for the industry. To do this, these curves will have to attain a minim\\lllll 
at finite 0utputs. Put in a different way, the form of the equations 
estimated will have to be such that would allow firm aver.age total ~ost 
and industry average ~ost to reach a minimum as will be seen in the 
following section, this will necessitate the use of polynomial fo!Clll. 
a) 
2 The Linear Model 
. 2The symbols utlled in thi:;;; mi.»dell. will be standard in all ml(l)dels. 
TC~ lon.g=run tot.al cost in dollars per thous.and board feet» AC"' long= 
run -average cost, FIC "" ic,l(li.g 0 rvm fi:irnid Cl()l8t"c = short=run fixed cQJstt &,R::«:i "' 
average total ~ost» ave"' average variable cost 3 m~ = margin.al cost» e"' 
error. Small letters den(Q)te short=run .iu1.d llla.pital letters de.note long= 
run. Output in million board feet is denoted by x. Any addition.al 
letters will be explained at time of use. 
The equati~n to be fitted is: 
where, 
te. . "" c , + b , x, . + e .. , 
J.J 1 1 1J 1J 
x .. are measured without error, 
J.J 
. E (ej) = o, E (ej 2 ) "" / 1 [~? = 
and E (ej ek), the covariances,= O. 
SSE + (n "' 1~ 
Fitting this model by least squares will give us the best linear 
unbiased estimates of the unknown parameters for the sample observed 
over j = 1, 2, ••• , n, firms of the ith type. 
1. 
b) Economic assumpti@ns: 
Assume 
tc1 "' ci + bi x; 
... 1, 
atci "" bi + <Gi x 
avc1 = b, "" me ll, 
tc » X» rg,.9 by ~ 0.9 
i """ 1» 2» Q O O ft 1» 
c) Implications: 
and 
the type of firm. 
The curves are not useful for this analysis for when b, = b. < B, 
1 J 
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the following figure demon~trates that atc, does net reach a minimum f<Qlr 
l. 
finite outputs and this minimum equals b, < B. When bi> B, simila~ 
]. 
conclusions apply. 











The equations for the l@ng=run are 
l+B B , B 
TC "" Ax » AO :c~ Ax :; and MC "' {l + B) Ax • 
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l~bi" =here~· >~ O· and b <"" 0 "", "" .s:cij' xi, cip aiJ> · i » 













For a fit of the usual average cost observation; bi:; B < O. two of 
the many possibilities will be examined. 
For =l < b., < O» B < O and as x > 0 in@r~~~es: 
l, 
2 l+B "" 0 < TIC :ai Ax < DO 
0o > MC = ( l + B) A./' > 0 
>O 
0 < tc. = c. + a. x. l+bi <00 
l. l. J.J. 
00 > m©. = ( l + b. ) a. x 1b i "" 0 l l J. > 
,'"V-\:0:: .. 1 b. = 
vv> atc1 = c1 x + a1 xii> O 









Unless the A, B, coefficients are restricted with respect to the 
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a 1 , b1 , ci, these curves ©an intersect. Even with such restrictions» the 
average curves reach a minimum of zero at infinite output. This modelft 
then, can only be used as a fitting model over limited outputs and not to 
determine maximum firm or industry efficien~y. 
For b, < =l, =l < B < O and as x increases: 
J. 
0 < TC .. Ax l-i-JB < 00 
co,> MIC .. ( 1 + B) Ax1 > 0 
0 
oo > tc, "" c . + a . 
]. ]. Jl. 
oC:l"" ~1 >ate,= c, x. 
l. l. J. 
oO> me. = (1 + b.) 
l. ], 
l+b, = 
X, l. < C 
]. 
b .. = + a. x. :i.. > O 
l. l. 
b. = 
a, X, :J.. > 0 
l. l. 














Once ag~in, this m©del is not applic~ble for a capacity study. 
4. The Polynomial Medel 
The equation is 
2 
av@ij ""ai + bi xij + d1 xij + e ..• :J..J 
b) Economic assumpti@ns: 
The relevant e~uati@ni ~~ before are for the firm: 
b, avrc, e a, + X, 
l. Jl. l. ]. 
b, tv·c. ~ a. X, + 
l. l. ]. :l 
t((l;. "" c. + 
J. l. 




X, :, l. 
d, 3 X, y 
]. l. 
3 + d, x. , and 
l. l 
2 
XJ., + d, X, 1 ]. l. 
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where tc1y x., a., d. > O» b 4 < o. l. l. 1. ... 
and for the industry: 
ACk =a+ Bxk + Dxk + Ek, 
'rCk .,. Axk + Bxk2 + Dxk3 
where k are the observations described below. 
c) Implications: 
For bi' B < o, a:i, Ci» di' A, c, I)) > o, as X 
"" 2 Dx3 <00 0 < TC ""' Ax + Bx + 
A < MC "" A + 2:Sx + 3Dx2 <oo 
A < AC "" A + JBx + Dx2 <00 
~ 
> 0 increases: 
oo:.. =l d 2 ""oo > a J;:,c. "" <rJ.. X. + <!L + b. X, + i X. < · 
i i 1 1 l. l. J. 
c, < tc. "" c.i + a. x. + bi x.2 + d. ~ . .3 <00 
l. 1 6 1 ], 1 1 •1 
g 2<""00 £ • < me . "" a . 0 2b • x . + 3d . x . 
], ], ], ], l. l l 
The curves illustrated in Figure XIV wwuld apply. One added 
81 
restriction would be th~t ~C and AC are envelope curves of tc. and ate .• 
l. ]. 
This would mean that 
2 2 
mc:1. ""a. + 2b. x. + 3d. x" "'A+ :2:Bx + 3Dx = MC for some x. > 0. l. l.ll. l.J!. • l. 
But this restrfoUon only applies to the fitting of TC» n_9t to the short 
nm firm curves. This m(Q)@el itself violates no implic,ffitfons of firm 
theory and may be used for discoverin.g maximum eff,tcien(gy of the firms 
and industry. The only further trouble with the fun(gtion is the p0>ssibiHty 
that minimum average «::@st.s be neg.E!t.ive. 
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This can be solved by iteration for x. It will be seen, by 
Deseartes 1 rule, that this cubic equatio>n in x has one real positive 
root for x ~ O. 
Fitting the envelope curve involves difficulties beyond the range 
of this study when considered joindy with the relatively small importance 
of the results for industry efficiency. Instead an approximation will be 
fitted by finding the equation for a curve drawn free=hand and envelope 
to the firm cost curves. 
The model fit will be AC= A+ B~ + Dx2 + e and industry efficiency 
B would be at output x where AC 9 = o, at x = ~. 
5. The Lowest Quintile Model 
Finally, estimates of maximum efficiency will be made by taking, 
for each firm type, the lowest ~uintile of firms as distributed by average 
total· costs and calculating the average of their unit costs and outputs. 
This method will allow examination of the power and labor used by the more 
efficient firms whereas the other models abstract from these factors. 
The other models will be used mainly to assess the variability of costs 
and the output flexibility of the different types of firms. Most important 
they will be used to compare the averaged resu.lts with results from ii m1iil:re 
theoretical model. 
CHAPTER V 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF POTENrlA.L r..APACITY MODELS 
A. CAPACITY RESULTS AT 200 DAYS OPERATION 
By increasing the firm 0s operation to at least 200 days per year, 
l the sawmill industry 0s capa©ity would increase by nearly twenty percent. 
This is an increase from the current 78»342,000 board feet capacity to 
a 200~day capacity of 96 2 216»750 board feet. The increase is due primarily 
to increased operations of small mills, Many of the firms working less 
than half of the year are small with respect to capital investment and 
men employed, In the coun.ties outside of the pine area? the industry 
capacity could be increased by forty percent if the number of days ope:r/81.t;ed 
by sawmills were increased to 200 or more. 
B. ESTIMATED FIRM'. COS'f. F1lJNrnr'!ONS 
The polynomial equaU.,om wa.:s fitted to the fou.r types of firms a.ri.8! JLy2;ed. 
In addition, the linear and Jlogarithmfo f<llluictions were fitted to 1&11 except 
Firm Type I. 
l, Results 
The results of f:itt:ing the different equati@ri. types t<Ol the different 
firm types are summarized in Table XI. The y=intercc::ept» the r@gressi@n 
coefficients» the tests of significa.ncc::e of the ©oeffi~ients and the 
©orrelation coeffi~ients are presented, 
1These do not iniclude about twenty miU:s whiich did, not have cc::©implete 
data for 1956. 
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TABLE XI 
ESTIMATED COST EQUATIONS 
Firm T_y.e.ei Equation Fonna b d tb td R2 
Min~mum 
a R * 
1 o He£Hlsaw Polynomial 89 0621 =348.0'74 351,892 =6.298** 4.567** .540** .112 
2. He®ldsaw Linear 5.342 3.:270 1.198 0082 ,219 
Trimmer Logarithmic 108:28 = .00145 =6.236,b'.' .708** 0219 
Polynomial 10,3.427 =447 0 763 504.712 =6.037** 4,701** .813** .329 
3o Head.8£W Linear 6.936 2.767 3.250** .452** ,264 
Edger Loga:dthmk 1.639 = .00048.3 =4.143'>h'€ .551** 0264 
Polynomial 930 964 =207.580 7L711 =30909** J.462** 0596*,'f .393 
4o Headsaw Linear 1L343 L292 lo304 008:2 0187 
Edger 
Trimmer Log.ad thmfo 10487 = 0 000:261 =6.719** 0704** .187 




*95 percent level of confidence, the null hypothesis is in all cases that the population parameter 
is zero. 
**99 percent level of confiden©ej the null hypothesis is in all cases that the population 





2 For the linear model, the band R values are only significant in 
2 
the case of Firm Type III. In Firm type I, both the band d values are 
significant at the one percent level and the R2 is significant at the 
one percent level for the polynomial fitted. In this case the regression 
accounts for fifty-four percent of the variation. 
In Firm Type II, the b value for the logarithmic and the band d 
estimates for the polynomial equation are significant at the one percent 
2 
level and the R is significant at the one percent level for these two 
equation types. By the use of the polynomial equation a greater amount @f 
variation is explained, 81 percent, by the regression than by either the 
linear or the legarithmic. None of the variation is statistically 
explained by the use of the linear function. 
2 
All of the b, d and R values in Firm Type Ill are signifi~ant at 
the one percent level. The R2 of the pwlynomial is greater than either 
the linear or the logarithmic. Almost sixty pet~ent is explained by the 
regression in the polyn10Jmial model. Firm Type I!! presented the greate~t 
difficulty in obtaining reasonable results for fitting the equations. A 
possible reason for the poor fit may become more apparent later in this 
chapter. 
significant for Firm Type IV. These b values are significant at the one 
2The question of significance is only relevant if 
population is thought of as a sample of U.S. sawmills. 
fitting of equations is a purely mathemati~al process. 
the east Oklahoma 
Otherwise, the 
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percent level. The d value for the polynomial is significant at the five 
percent level. The R2 for the logarithmic and polynomial equations are 
significant at the one per~ent level. The R21 s for the linear e~uation is 
not significant. For this firm type, the logarithmic regression explains 
seventy percent of the cost variation. As in Firm Type II, the linear 
2 
equation for Firm Type IV has a very low R and none of the variation is 
statisti~ally accounted f@r by the regression. 
A reasonably good fit of the polynomial equation was obtained for 
a.11 four firm types. Oiml!.y in the ria.se of Firm 'Eype IV was the logarithmk 
equation a better fit: than the polynomial. In i:iearly a:U of the firms a 
I') 
poor fit of the linear e~uation resulted. Only one significant R~ was 
obtained for any of the linear equations. 
fit'' also provides a poic»r statistical fit. This is txu~ for all firm types 
except Type III. 
The logarithmic equation provides a good statistical fit in all firm 
types but this e~uation gives a non=economic fit. Only in the case of 
2 
Firm Type IV is the R numerically the largest. 
The polynomial gives both a good economic and statistical fit. 
Although the logarithmira eiq[uati0>n may give t.he better statisticiffil fit 3 
the economic fit of the equatiQJn mu.iSlt be given consideraiti@n. In all 
2 
but one £inn type» the polynomial has the highest R value. It is vit~l 
for the economic fit th~t the model dloes well in all cases, so that the 
polyn.omial overall was the best model fr©Jm both e.conomic and stati:stfoal 
considerations, 
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b) The above results justify stati$tically the use of more 
!!H>phisticated models th.an the Un.ear, although only for economic theory 
reasons the use of the polynomial rather than the logarithmic. 
c) The results also justify the data used and way it was modified 
in the sense that the econ1001.ic model was not rejected by the data. 
4. Results from the Lowest Quintile Model 
In using the lowest ~uintile of the firms in each type the average 
output and the average of average total costs were obtained for each type. 
As the fixed equipment of the firm increased the output increased and 
average total cost decreased. Five other single examples of firm types 
averaged out at higher output but higher cost also. The figures for the 
industry minim.um long•run average cost c~$ordinates were obtained as a 
weighted average of the firm estimates. The average output and average 
total cost of Firm Type IV and the other firms were used in obtaining 
a more realisti~ estimate ®f the optimum industry efffoienicy co~ordinatef:ll 
from a more effiaient group of firms. The .resuJl.ts are summarized in 
Table XII. 
TABLE XII 
LOWEST QUINTILE MQlll))El. AVERAGE 'I'Ol'AL C{l)ST ANDI AVERAGE OUTPUT 
Firm Type Number Aver.age Outpro1t Average Total Cost 
Per M Bd. Ft. 
(M M Bd. Ft) (dollars) 
I 11 .445 13.97 
II 4 .506 11.10 
III 3 1.233 10.75 
IV 4 2.410 7.41 
Other firms 5 3.236 11.67 
Industry 27 1.350 11. 79 
Industry of IV and 
Others 9 2.869 9.78 
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C. ESTIMATES OF IN])lJS'l'RY ciosr FUNC'I'IONS 
At first it was thought that an approximation to an envelope ©urve 
could be fitted by using a restricted nll.l.ffiber of observations from the 
different firm types. The results from these attempts were unsatisfactory. 
The resulting industry (!HllSJt fun(Ction was nowhere near 1a.n envelope curve. 
Fitting a free hand ®urve brought to light the fact that although 
the firm cost curves went to a minimum at outputs similar to the average 
outputs of the lower ~uintile firms the unit ieost of these outputs as 
estimated from the functions were in two Qases of four negative. 
For these reasons 1 a new set. of Q/QlSt functions were estimated fri!Q 
a reduced number of observations. The redu©tion of observations from 
the original was made \Ql!l the basis o:E eHminating the few extremely high 









AVERAGE COST FUNCTllOJNS = ESTIMATES FROM RE:STR!C'rED OBSERVATIONS fl 
;em,YN<0Mi.LAL MIQJJ.!»El,J) y in $ a.t~/MBF ~ X in MMBF 
Function Estimated Parameters 
Restriction n a a b d tb td 2 R 
X 2: .2 31 124.20 36.40 =72.64 53.40 ~3.387** 2.197** .51~Y** 
X 2: .2 9 l.3L20 29,57 =4f.L51 28.27 - .639 ,307 .579** 
X > -~ 10 142.20 30.15 =31.01 8.69 -3.382*'* 2.566* 0 834~bt 
X > .2 18 227.61 2;?.9.3 =14.25 l.87 =3.047** 2.060 .569** 
:!/ 24 15 .21 = 3.06 0.24 =l.687 .691 ,474 
*, **Levels of siguifi©an~e of 95 percent and 99 percent. Th~ null 
hypothesis in all ~ases is that the populati~n parameter is zero. 
1observ<ii!ltions takea fr(O)m rype I g Hy y < 18. 00; Type lly III and IV: 
8, first quintile of y; plus the 5 Qther single fl.rm types. 
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It will be seen from Table XIV that the statistical fit was not as 
good as in the unrestricted model. But the firm cost curves in three 
cases did conform to theoretical expectations. In the case of Firm Type 
II the cost function was highly inflexible and came to a negative minimum 








COMPARISON OF MINIMUM AVERAGE TOTAL CtET VALUES BY 
DIFFERENT METHODS OF ESTIMATION 
First Quintile of Statistical Estimates 
Average Total Cost All Observations Restricted Observations 
min. I X min. l X min. y X 
$/MBF MBF $/MBF MBF $/MBF MBF 
13.97 445 3.86 495 ll.87 683 
11.10 506 4.37 44,4 = 2.44 861 
10.75 1233 -56.16 1448 2.56 1787 
7.41 2410 - 9.87 3171 0.90 3817 
Industry 
AC 11. 79 1350 4.84. .3627 5.55 6306 
The envelope curve was dn,.wn tangent to the three other firm · types 
as illustrated in Figure X'V. Its output for a mini.mum average cost of 
$1.00 was 3000 MBF. Its e~uation, mathematically fitted since its 
minimum was known was 
2 
AC a 25.0 = 1.9 X + 2.7 X 
It will be seen from Figure XV that Firms I, III and IV are in 
ascending order of output flexibility and in descending order of minimum 
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possible in that the minimum costs are much lower than most observations. 
For these reasons it was decided to use the "First Quintile" estimates 
in assessing the firm capacity potential of the industry. In the case ef 
industry efficiency, 3000 MBF seems a reasonable output but the unit 
costs involved will likely be closer to $10.00 per MBF when compared to 
the actual data. These figures will be used for the industry capacity 
coordinates. Table XIV illustrates the comparison of results from these 
varied methods. 
D. MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY FOR THE INDUSTRY 
l. Potential Outputs at Maximum Firm Efficiency 
A c0111parison of the existing and potential output of the industry 
is shown in Table XV. The existing conditions show that 112 firms are 
used in processing 56,700,000 board feet of wood. At maxim.um efficiency 
the number of firms could be reduced to fifty-five. This is less than 
half of the number now required for the ~urrent output. The niJm.ber of 
workers required would also be reduced by more than half. 
' 
\ 
The net growth in eastern Oklahoma as cited in a previous chapter is 
115,000,000 board feet. To attain this amount of out~ut minus the one 
firmas output which is held constant, 79 firms would be required when 
operating at maximum efficiency. The number of workers for processing 
the 85,000,000 board feet is only 73 percent of the existing number of 
men employed. 
The maximum potential output for the existing firms working at 
maximum efficiency would be 122,248,000 board feet. This figure excludes 
the 30,000,000 board feet of one firm. The estimated potential wood 
TABLE XV 
MAXIMUM FIRM EFFICIENCY FOR PRESENT FIRM•TYPE DISTRIBUTION 
Net Growth 
E~istinli/j at. 200 Dals Present8 Production8 . Potential 
No, b No. b No, b 
Firm TXEe OutEut Men Firms Out:eut Men Firms Out12ut Men Firms Out12ut Men 
(MBF). (MBF) (MBF) (MBF) 
I 12,929 137 54 12,929 58 29 16,711 76 38 24,030 108 
I! 4,875 45 18 4,875 30 10 6,333 j9 13 9,108 54 
III 67703 54 15 6,,703 25 5 12,860 50 10 18,9500 75 
!V 20,373 113 21 20,,373 54 9 35:; 190 90 15 50,610 126 
Other ll~8i0 44 4 11,,820 22 2 13,906 33 3 20,000 44 
Total 56,9700 393 112 56,700 189 55 85,000 288 79 12~,248 407 
Firms Held 
Constant 30p000 300 1 .30:;000 300 1 30,000 300 1 30,000 300 
Total s6J)7ooc 693 113 86;700 489 56 115,000 588 80 151:f,248 707 
aCapacity of firms operating at efficiency of lower 20 percent of firms in each type. 
bNumber of men equals number of firms times median number of workers. 















production from woodlots in 1975 is 150,000JOOO board feet. By subtract-
ing one large finnvs output, it can be seen that the current number of 
mills, operating at maximum efficiency, can process the 1975 potential 
production. 
To obtain the maximum efficiency by firm type, the average output, 
average total cost, total costsp power type, horsepower, and work force 
are g:iven in Table XVI. In the data are shown that as output increases 
by firm type, the total cost increases but average total cost decreases. 
Also the average horsepower except for Type II and IV, and median number 
of workers increase as output increases. The data in this table were 
computed by using the lower 20 percent of the firms in each type, i.e., 
the lowest quintile model. 
2. Potential Value of Output at Maxim~m Firm Efficiency 
The estimated potential value for the existing firms at maximum 
efficiency in the firm types is given in Table XVII. For the same firm 
types at 200 days capacity the current tiOltal output is 44,.,880,000 board 
feet of which 28,723,000 board feet (64 percent) is pine and 16,157JOOO 
board feet (36 percent) is hardwood. By using the average costs per 
thousand board feet of pine ($18.65) and of hardwood ($8.63) the tota.l 
value is 675,119 dollars. Of the present tt®t.al value., the farm value 
of wood is; 114 JI 770 dolLla:rs O 7 per-cent}. 
The potential total output at maximum firm effirt:iency is 102,,248,000 
board feet with 26,607,000 board feet (26 percent) of the total amount 
attributed to farm woodlots. The potential total value is 1,538,090 
dollars with 261,475 dollars going to farm woodlot owners. For the 
same firms at maximum efficiency the current output would more than 
TABLE XVI 
FIRM COST DATA AT MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY WITH HORSEPOWER AND WORK FORCE 
Average Average Horsepower 
Output Total Cost Total Power Type Average Weighted Workers 
Type MMBF per MBF Costs Class Frequency per Mill Average Class Frequency Median 
(dollars) 
I .445 13.97 6,216.65 1 gas 8 88 97 1 1 2 
II .506 11, 10 
III 1.233 10.75 
J.V 2.410 7.41 
2 gas 2 150 2 7 
l diesel l 65 3 2 
4 l 






13p254.75 1 gas 1 
:2 diesel 1 
l diesel 1 

























ESTIMATED VOLUME AND VALUE AT MAXIMUM FIRM EFFICIENCY 
Potential - value at Stum2 
Tz:ee 
Total a Volume Pine Hwd. Farm Volume 
b Hwd. Pine Total b Farm 
·: (MMBF) (MMBF) (MMBF) (MMBF) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
I 24.0.30 15.379 8.651 74.,658 286,818 .361,476 
II 9.108 5.829 3.279 28,298 108,711 1.37,009 
III 18.500 11.840 6.660 57,476 2:20,816 278.,292 
IV 50.610 ~.390 18.220 157 ,~39 604,074 761,313 
Total 
102.248 65.43S 36.810 26.607 317,671 1.,220 ,419 1,538,090 261,475 
aTotal output is computed by the average output at maximum firm type efficiency (Average output 
times number of firms in type). 
bComputed by use of existing volume and value, farm to total ratios. 
ID 
0\ 
double as would the value of the wood. This indicates that with firm 
efficiency and adequate wood resources available the sawmill industry 
would be even more important than at the present. 
3. Potential Output and Values at Maximum Industry Efficiency 
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Using the coordinates of 3000 M board feet with average total cost 
at 10 dollars per M board feet, the industry capacity would depend on 
the number of firms. With 100 firms, the output would be 300 MM board 
feet giving a total value of 4j512,840 dollars. Of the total volume 
and value, the farm output would be 78 MM board feet with a value of 
767,183 dollars. This indicates the magnitude of the sawmill industry 
operation when at maximum industry efficiency. The capital costs of 
attaining such efficiency are perhaps not as large as might be thought. 
Firm Type IV can be a very efficient firm as the results show producing 
around 2500 MBF per year at an average t@tal cost of $7.50 per MBF. Yet 
the fixed equipment difference between this type and the others is 
relatively small as the yearly depreciatien fixed costs show. The yearly 
fixed costs are $227.61 versus $124.20j $13L20, and $142.20 for types I, 
II and III. So at the worst the yearly fixed costs do not double between 
Type I and Type II. However, the total expenditure to buy the extra 
equipment is quite large and capital may well be rationed, Also the 
figures overestimate the actual market values of the equipment of the 
smaller firms who often operate with very much depreciated equipment, 
E. VARIABILITY RESULTS 
There exists a large ameunt of variability as is illustrated by the 
estimates of variation in Table XVIII. The estimated standard deviation 
was computed for each firm type. Type Ill has the largest standard 
TABLE XVIII 
FIRM VARIABILITY USING AVERAGE VARIABLE COSTS 
A 
A. 2 a V ...._ ~-.-.. 
Type y ray fJ y i' R Range of Y 
I 33°57 689.051 26.250 ,782 .734641** 9,64°18.3.15 
II ,34.88 711. 165 26.668 .765 .901644** 10 0 08 .. 104. 66 
III 37 .31 1,.375 .419 37.087 .994 .771714** 5.61°13.3.25 
IV 21,83 .333.707 18.268 .837 .689698** 5.57 .. 90.06 
**P(R = 0) < .011 P (/Y .. if< 1.96 ray)= .95. 
Percen_! - "' y ± 1.96 a y above Y 
. Q17.88 < Y < 85.20 37.04 
.. 17.39 < Y < 87.15 33.33 
=35.38 < Y < 110.00 33.33 




deviation while Type IV has the smallest. The larger the standard devia-
tion, the wider the scatter about the mean. This is shown by using 
Y ± 1.96 cry where for normal distribution one would expect 95 percent of 
the distribution to be within this range •. Again, Type III has the 
greatest amount of dispersion, ~35.38 <.Y < 110.00, Another measure of 
..ix.. dispersion used is the coefficient of variation, _ • This gives the 
y 
relative amount of variability in comparing the firm types. Relative to 
the other firm types, Firm Type Ill has the greatest amount of varia~ 
bility with Type I and II having about equal variability. 
The range of Y is large for all firm--eypes. This gives another 
demonstration----of the large amount of variability. The percent above the 
mean column also indicates the skewness in the distribution as does the 
difference between the two sigma range and the actual range. All of the 
firms are skewn below the mean with Firm Type IV showing the largest 
percentage of firms below the mean. 
The ideal analysis in variability would be to compare the variability 
within each type 0£ .. firm between each types of firms after allowing for 
variations in output. But this is impossible since we have to make the 
assumption that the regression form was the best fit in all cases which is 
obviously not necessarily valid. The same model for each type is not 
necessarily the best model. Nevertheless, output variability does remove 
a somewhat similar amount of variability from average total costs in all 
cases, so that a comparison between the variabilities of each type may be 
justified. 
The F~test was used in Table XEX to test H0 : The 
11. 2 11. 2 hypothesis that a y1 ""a y4 was rejected at the 10 percent level of 
100 
A 2 ~ 2 s~gnificance and the hypotheses that a y3 = a y4 was rejected at the 
1 percent level of significance. 
* 
TABLE XIX 
A 2 F-TEST OF VARIANCES, H0 : ai 
Y2 
.969 
• 90 level of confidence. 
*** = 99 percent level of confidence. 









The conclusions to be drawn are somewhat subjectively based but may 
be summarized as follows. Type IV has much less variability in average 
costs than any other type of firm. It is also more flexible with respect 
to output and is capable of handling large outputs in several instances of 
individual firms. In fa@t four firms in this type averaged about 2.400 
MBF of output but only $7,50 of average tetal costs. When the smaller 
variability in average costs and the large variability in output is added 
to the similar explanation of e~st variability by output variability 
(48 percent) the conclusion seems reasonable that Firm Type IV is the 
most economically efficient of the firm types investigated. The fixed 
costs of this firm are, of course, almost double those of the other 
types. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Fifteen counties of eastern Oklahoma which are in the low-income area 
were included in this study. The major objective of this thesis was to 
describe the current and estimate the potential capabilities of the process-
ing industries for forest products, especially as they might restrict the 
possibility of improving incomes to the lew-income farmers of eastern 
Oklahoma by greater use of their forest resources. 
In this study, farm income, forest resources and forest markets were 
the three major factors examined. Five objectives were presented and 
analyzed each of which directly or indirectly influences farm forest 
resource use and farm income: (1) to provide a detailed description of 
the forest industry, (a) to establish a directory of forest industries 
to improve market knowledge of the buyers and sellers of wood, (3) to 
analyze sawmill capacity and associated costs, (4) to deteimine the vari~= 
bility of sawmill costs, and (5) to provide base for further research in 
the general area of forest product p~ocessing. 
Conclusions: 
(1) -The size of the ferest industry Gf eastern Oklahoma as measured 
by numbers of firms (13] sawmills) and their output (78 MMBF) is larger 
than previous estimate.IS which were available, 
(2) The market for forest products should be made more perfect 
with respect to buyer and seller knowledge by nThe Forest Market Directory't, 
101 
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Oklahoma State University Extension Bulletin, 1958. 
(3) Existing sawmills could process 85 percent of the eastern 
Oklahoma net-growth potential (115 MMBF) merely by increasing their days 
of operation to at least 200 days per year. 
(4) With the present capital equipment of the various types ef firms, 
by operating near economic capacity with respect to the variable inputs, 
labor and power, the sawmills could process 102 percent of the 1975 
estimated output needs of the industry (120 MMBF for eastern Oklahoma). 
(5) With this same economic capa~ity, the present output could be 
handled by about one-half of the existing firms but difficulties of location 
and transport costs may well interfere with this result. 
(6) One hundred sawmills, operated at somewhere near the industry 
optimum, would be able to process 300 MMBF of logs at less than ten 
dollars per MBF of total unit costs. 
(7) Thus, by all measures used, the sawmill industry is working at 
far less than capacity. A mere useful way of putting this conclusion. is 
to say that the industry, even as now constituted, but especially if 
operation were more efficient, could handle con.s.iderably greater volume 
of timber from eastern Oklahoma. Other things being e~ual, the opportunity 
for increased income te low~income farmers in this area is not, therefor~ 
restricted by the structure of the forest processing market. 
(8) A large amount of cost.variability exists in the sawmill 
industry that is not entirely explained by differences in output of vari~us 
firm types. 
(9) The description of the industry with its high variability in 
sawmill costs and the pilot investigation of the efficiency of the 
103 
various sawmill firm types will aid further investigation to improve the 
industry. 
Recommendations: 
(1) Information for the buyers and sellers should be kept up-to-
date through periodic revisions of The Forest Market Directory. 
(2) Research needs which were unearthed by this study could be 
listed as follows: 
a) Economic efficiency studies of the engineering and cost aspects 
of representative sawmills, and secondary wood users such as charcoal 
makers. 
b) The economics of location of forest product processing industries 
with r.espeet to the situation and accessibility of timber stands and 
lumber markets. 
c) Demand relations for forest products in Oklahoma and the 
region. 
d) Price and pricing practices of farm-owned timber. 
e) New wood use potential especially for inferior grade timber. 
(3) An extension of the programs to increase farm wood growth and 
production should be initiated to make better use of the existing capacity 
of the processing industry for forest products in order to aid farm income 
improvement in the low inoome area of ea:stern Oklahoma. 
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APPENDIX TABLE I 






































Total Work Force 
b Agricultural Work Force 
Total Agricultural Percent Forest 
Work Work of Work 




























































































































aSource: United States Department of Commerce,· Bureau of Census, Characteristics of .ill Population, 
1929, (Washington, D. C, 1929). 
bWork Force is defined as all civilians 10 years old and over who were at work, or with job but 




APPENDIX '!'ABLE II 




























































: ; b Total Agricultural Work Foree Estimated 
Agricultural Peroent _ Forest Percent Forest Forest 
Work of Work of Work Work 
Force Total Farce Total Force . Force 
2,104 97.44 55 2.56 2.31 286 
2,904 99.66 10 . .34 246 256 
2,791 97.95 58 ~a.05 242 300 
3,905 99.57 17 .43 16.3 180 
2,095 99.79 4 .21 ·15 19 
2,754 98.07 54 1.9.3 258 .312 
2,444 99.88 3 .12 .36 .39 
l, 195 99.63 4 .37 195 199 
4,578 99.63 17 • 37 766 783 
5,417 99.13 48 .87 1,778 1,826 
3,828 99.91 3 .09 29 32 
5,301 99.92 4 .08 103 107 
4,007 99.93 3 .07 117 120 
2,357 99.15 20 .85 486 506 
.21112 99.6,2 12 . 37 _g]4 246 
48,792 312 4,899 5,211 
~~ .44 
aSource: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Characteristics of the 
Population, 1939 (Washington, D. c., 1939). ~~ 
\ilork·- Force is defined as all civilians 14 years old and over who were at work, or with job but 
























APPENDIX TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF WORK FORCE FOR EASTERN OKLAHOMA BY COUNTY AND SOURCE, 1949a 
Aaricultural Work Force b 
Total Total Agricultural Percent Forest Percent Forest 
Work b Work Work of Work of Work 
Force Force Force Total Force Total Force 
3,830 2,114 2,099 99.31 15 .69 148 
.3,942 1,957 1,944 99.32 13 .68 189 
4,648 2,126 2,096 98.59 30 1. 41 83 
5,719 2,396 2,356 98.32 40 1.68 218 
2,437 1,357 1,.350 99.47 7 .53 40 
4,182 2,325 2,305 99 .13 20 .87 147 
3,719 ~,025 2,018 99.67 7 .33 43 
2,493 904 898 99.37 6 .63 135 
9,047 2,866 2,820 98.38 46 1,62 620 
8,366 3,275 3,220 98 • .32 55 L68 1,526 
4,714 ~,545 2,542 99.90 3 '10 21 
21,535 3,417 3,414 99.90 3 010 144 
12,121 2,743 2,736 99.74 7 .26 113 
3,481 1,611 1, 59.3 98.86 18 1.14 312 
4,903 2,078 2,073 99.75 =2- .25 384 






















Total Work Force 35,17 4.62 
aSource: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Characteristics of£!!.!. 
Population, 1949, (Washington, D. c., 1949). 
bWork Force is defined as all civilians 14 years old and over who were at work, or with job but 























APPEND IX TABLE IV 


























































This table was obtained by the use of unpublished data from the 
Oklahoma Division of Forestry. the total acres of farm forest acres 
109 
in each county was multiplied by the estimated percent of the total acres 
in pine and estimated percent of the total acres in hardwood, This gave 
estimates of the acres of pine and hardwood by counties. 
APPENDIX TABLE V 
CALCULATION OF FARM VERSUS NON=FARM OUTPUT OF PINE AND HARDWOOD 
OF SAWLOOS 
A. Comparison of Survey Results 
1955-56 . 
ll() 




















1rorest of East Oklahoma, 1955-56, Forest Survey Release 79, Forest 
Services, U.S.D.A., June, 1957. Includes seventeen counties in eastern 
Oklahoma. 
2 Includes fifteen of the seventeen counties included in the Forest 
Service Survey. 
B. Calculation of Farm Versus Non=Farm Breakdown of Sawlog Output 
1. Farm-Owned Production 







Date were obtained from 1956 Forest Survey by this station. 
Timber bought by sawmills from farmers is the only volume 
indicated. 
2. Total Acres Commercial 








Data were obtained from Table 6, page 22 of Forest Survey 
Release 79. Mayes and Ottawa were taken out of the seventeen= 
county total by using the proportions of growing stock of pine 
and hardwood in Table 15 of Release 79 and applying to the 
commercial forest area in B4. 
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Appendix Table V (continued) 
3. Farm Acres of Commercial and 
Non-Commercial Forest Land 







Data obtained from the Oklahoma Division of Forestry (unpub.) 
information for counties in eastern Oklahoma, The farm forest 
acres and the estimated percent hardwood and percent pine were 
obtained for each county from this source. See Table of Farm 
Forest Area by Species for Seventeen Counties of Eastern 
Oklahoma. 
4. Farm Acres of Commercial and Non-








The data for Mayes and Ottawa Counties were.subtracted from the 
information of the seventeen co~nties. See Farm Forest Area 
Table for complete county data. 
5. Farm Acres of Commercial Forest 







This table was ~alculated by subtracting from the acres of farm 
commercial forest land (1636.9 acres) the amount of farm forest 
land in Mayes and Ottawa counties (44.7 acres), This gave the 
total farm-owned commercial ·forest land in the fifteen counties. 
To obtain the area of commercial forest land by species, the 
proportions of pine (32 percent) and hardwood (68 percent) 
were multiplied by the total area (1,592,200 acres). 
6. Non-Farm-Owned Production (MBF) 







Source of data is from 1956 Forest Survey at this station. 
Includes only volume of non=farm timber bought by sawmills. 
7. Non•Farm Acres of Commercial 





Data obtained by subtracting B5 from B2. 
Total Acres Commercial Forest 
Land in Fifteen Counties Classified 











Appendix Table V (continued) 
9. Sawmill Output of Farm-owned 







Data obtained by Farm Pine Board Feet (Bl) s Bd.Ft./acre of Pine 
Farm Pine Land Acres (B5) 
Farm Hwd. Board Feet (Bl)= Bd.Ft./acre of Hwd. 
Farm Hwd. Land Acres (B5) 
10. Sawmill Output of Non=Farm-OWned 
Commercial Forest Per Acre, 
1956 





Non~farm Pine Board Feet (B6). Bd.Ft./acre of Pine 
Non~farm Pine Land Acres (B7) 
Non~Farm Hwd. Board Feet (B6) • Bd.Ft./acre of Hwd. 
Non-Farm Hwd. Land Acres (B7) 
11.3 
APPENDIX A 
Schedules Used in Obtaining the Primary Data 
1957 FOREST MARKETS SURVEY: 
A - (MILLS) 
( 1,2) (.3,4) (5) 
(Firm) (Manager) (Location) 
1, (check one) Sawmill ____ Planing Mill ____ Saw and Planing 
Mill ---- (6) 
2. (check one) Is your location permanent ___ temporary_-~~ 
(7) 
3. Products: (check all applicable and circle most important) Ties~' 
Bridging_, Construction Lumber_, Furniture Stock_, 
crating _, Other ___ _ 
(8) (9) (10) 
4. (enter year) What date was this business established?~~~~....,...,,...,....~ 
(11, 12) 
5. How many working days were you closed in 1956? ~~~~~~~ days. 
( 13, 14) 
6. How many workers do you employ? Usual High ___ Low-=--= 
(15,16) (17,18) (19,iO) 
7. What was your total BOARD! SCALE (mill tally) volume in 1956? ----
Board feet 
(21=23) 
8. What percent of the logs you sawed was bought from resident farm owners? 
___ percent. 
(24, 25) 
9. What percent of your total 1956 volume was pine? ~....-....-~- percent. 
(26, 27) 
10. What was the average (small end) di.a.meter of the logs you sawed in 1956 i 
Pine ___ in., hardwood--==-=- in. 
(28,29) (30,31) 
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Appendix A (continued) 
ll. For timber you bought in 1956 at the: $tump Roadside Mill 
a. What proportion did you buy at 
each location? 
b. What average price did you pay? 
($ per thousand bd. ft. log scale) 
c, Did these prices vary much in 1956? 






/" 7 .. ___ ...;. 




$ __ _ 
(42-44) 
(47) 
12, What proportion of the timber you bought in 1956 was hauled to the 
mill by: Self ___ percent; Farmer percent; Other __ _ 
(48,49) (50,51) 
percent. 









15. What is the total horsepower from all power units? H.P. -----(62-65) 
16. How many Head Saws ___ Edgers ___ Trinuners __ _ 
(66) (67) (68) 
17, How much wood do you normally keep on hand in logs----- Bd. ft., 
(69, 70) 
(Doyle Rule) in lumber _______ Bd. ft.(mill tally). 
(71, 72) 
18, What would be your first estimate of the market value of your equipment? 
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Appendix A (continued) 
J 
( 1,2) (3,4) (5) 
1957 FOREST MARKETS SURVEY: 
B: (PULP, POST, POLE, PROP, PILING, AND TIE) 
(Firm) (Manager) (Location) 
1. Products: (check all applicable and circle most important): Pulp --
Post Prop Pole Piling. __ Ties Other_~ 
(6) (7) (8) ~ (10) 
2. (enter year) What date was this business established? -----,----
(11, 12) 
3. How many working days were you closed in 1956? 
(1.3, 14) 
4. How many workers do yeu employ? Usual High Low --~-(15,16) (17,18) (19,20) 
5. What percent of the total amount ef wood bought in 1956 did you buy from 
resident farmer owners? percent -------(21, 22) 
6. What percent of the total wood bought was pine?~------ percent 
(23, 24) 
Appendix A (continued) 
7. What was your total 1956 volume (if information cannot be obtained in 
units given, please specify the unit of measure used)? 
Product 1956 Unit of 1956 Yard Price 
Volume Volume Aooroximate Avera2e* 
Pulp (25-27) units(4 vx5 °x8 °) per unit 
(49.50) 
Poles(:28•,;30) 
Classed lineal feet and/or per· pole 
( 31-33) Number (Sl. '52) 
Utility lineal feet and/or per pole 
(.34-36) Number (53. 54) 
Posts 07".'39) 
Barky 
(40 .. 42) Number per post 
(55.56) 
Peeled Number per post 
(43 .. 45) (57-58) 
Ties (46-48) Number per tie 
('59-60) 
* We are looking for the total dollar payments for each wood product. 
When available this could be entered instead of this unrealistic "average 
price''. Price lists for the different classes and sizes are already 
available. 
8. Did the price range much in 1956 for these products? (check those 
varying) Pulp ___ Poles. ___ Posts __ 
9. What was your average 1956 inventory in: 
Piling, __ Ties __ _ 
(65) 
Pulp __ _ 
(66) 
(units), Poles 
(number), Posts__, __ (number), Ties ___ (number), Piling ~--
(68) {69) (70) 
(number), 
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Appendix A (continued) 
10. What proportion of the wood you bought in 1956 was hauled to your 
yard by: Self percent; Farmer percent; Other ---(71,72) (73,74) 
percent. 





( 1,2) (3,4) (5) 
1957 FOREST MARKETS SURVEY: 
C: MISCELLANEOUS OUTLETS 
(Firm) (Manager) (Location) 
1. Products: (check all applicable and circle most important): Wood 
Preserving_ Handle Bolt ___ Charcoal __ Furniture __ = 
Orating, ___ Other (specify) ________ ~,---
(6) (7) (8) 
(9) (10) 
2. (enter year) What date was this business established?~-------
( 11, 12) 
3. (enter days) If y0u do not operate year round, how many working days 
4. 
were you closed in 1956? --------(13, 14) 
(enter number) How many workers do you employ? usual High __ = 
Low~--
{ 19 ,20) 
(15,16) {17»18) 
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Appe~dix A (continued) 
5. (check one) What unit of.wood measure do you use primarily in purchasing 
your wood? Cord~~- Unit (specify cu.ft.)~~- Cubic feet~~-
Board feet~--- Number (specify dimensions)~~~--- Other (specify) 
(:21) 
6. (enter number using units of measure checked above) 1956 total amount 
of wood used ------------------(22~27) 
7. What was the average 1956 price you paid per unit as above for this wood 
at the mill? (enter number)$ ~--------------
8. (enter yes or no) Did this price vary much in 1956?~~----------~~ 
(32) 
9. What was your average wood inventory in units as above?~------~----
(33~37) 
10, What percent of all wood bought did you buy direct from resident farmer 
owners? ~------------- percent. 
(38,39) 
11. What percent of all wo~d bought was pine?~---------- percent. 
(40,41) 
12. What percent of the wood you bought in 1956 was hauled to your yard by: 
Own transport percent; Farmer percent; Other~--- percent. 
(42,43) (44,45) 













































DETAILED DATA ON FIRM COSTS 
TABLE l 
FIRM TYPE I -- ONE HEADSAW 
Total Total 











































































Output in Average Cost Average 
MM Bd. Ft. Per M Bd. Ft. variable 
Cost per 
M Bd. Ft. 






































24 .• 16 
38. 7.3 
)W.96 





































































Table 1 (Continued) 
Total Total Total Output in Average Cost Average 
Costs Fixed variable MM Bd. Ft. Per M Bd. Ft. variable 
Costs costs Cost Per 
I 
M Bd. Ft. 
(do'ilars) (dollars) (dollars) (per 200 days) (dollars) (dollars) 
5135.70 124.20 5011.50 .282 18 .:21 17.77 
4647 .19 124.20 4522.99 .089 52.22 50.82 
5506.04 124.20 5381.84 .080 68.82 67.27 
5595.54 124.20 5471. 34 .167 33.51 32. 76 
7375.52 124.20 7251,32 .300 24.58 24.17 
6508.07 124.20 6:383.87 .400 16.27 15.96 
6036.79 124.20 5912. 59 .185 32.63 .31.96 
6175.52 124.20 6051. 32 .333 18.54 18, 17 
4691.96 124.20 4567.76 .261 17.98 17,50 
5135.70 124.20 5011.50 .315 13.70 13.36 
4832.17 124.20 4707. 97 ,208 23.23 22.63 
5489 • .36 124.20 5365.16 .300 18.30 17.88 
4647 .26 124.20 4523.06 .200 23.24 22.62 
10037.85 124.20 9913.65 .375 26.76 .26.44 
6795.54 124.20 667L34 .18.3 37._13 J6.46 
5047 .14 124.20 4922.94 .200 , 25.24 24.61 
6901.71 124.20 6777.51 .260 26.54 26.07 
6706.04 124.20 6581.84 .667 10 •. 05 9.87 
TABLE 2 
FIRM TYPE II -- ONE HEAD SAW, ONE . TRIMMER 
Total Total Total Output in Average Cost Average 
·Costs Fixed variable MM Bd. Ft. Per M Bd. Ft. Variable 
Costs costs Cost Per 
M Bd. Ft. 
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (per 200 days) (dollars) (dollars) 
5050.23 131.20 4919,03 ,047 107.45 104.66 
4654.26 l.3lJW 4523.06 .300 15 .51 15 .08 
5602.54 1.31.20 5471.34 .200 28.01 27,36 
4054.14 1.31.20 3922.94 .200 20.27 19 .61 
6182,52 131.20 6051.32 .600 10.JO 10,08 
6978.81 131.20 6847.61 ,600 11.6.3 11.41 
6182.52 131.20 6051.32 .072 85.87 84,05 
6856.38 131,20 6725.18 .114 60.14 58.99 
3205 .06 131.20 3073,86 .240 1.3.35 12.81 
5496.36 131,20 5.365.16 .125 43.97 42.98 
6802.54 1.31.20 6671.34 .3.33 20.43 20.03 
5708.71 131.20 5577 ,51 .192 29,73 29.05 
6039.17 131.20 5907 ,97 .585 10.32 10.10 
7293.89 131.20 7162.69 .167 43.68 42.89 
13377.80 131.20 ]3~46.60 .420 3.1.85 31.54 
6528 .12 131.20 6396.92 .400 16.32 15.99 
5898.96 131.20 5767.76 .100 58.99 57.68 




FIRM TYPE III _ .. ONE HEAD SAW, ONE EDGER 
Total Total Total Output in Average Cost Average 
Costs Fixed Variable MM Bd. Ft. Per M Bd. Ft. variable 
Costs Costs Cost Per 
M :Bd. Ft. 
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (per 200 days) (dollars) (dollars) 
7109.96 142.20 6967.76 .400 i7.77 17.42 
6412 .94 142.20 6270.74 .300 21.38 20.90 
5909.96 142.20 5767.76 .500 11.82 11.54 
5613.54 142 .20 5471.34 .225 24.95 24 • .32 
7808.61 142.20 766h.4,l .190 41.10 40.35 
11808.84 142.20 11666.64 .800 14. 76 14.58 
7678.83 142.20 7536.63 .400 19.20 18.84 
6633,55 142 .20 6491,35 .250 26,53 25.96 
7561.14 142.20 7418,94 .400 18.90 18.54 
10481,05 142.20 10.3Jij.85 .200 51.40 51.69 
10402 .54 142.20 10:a60.34 .077 l.35 .10 133,25 
6146.17 142.20 6003.97 .053 115. 97 113.28 
7155 .60 142.20 7013.40 .308 23.23 22,77 
8265.26 142.20 8123,06 .200 41.33 . 40.62 
13599.55 142.20 1.3457.35 2.400 5.67 5.61 
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TABLE 4 
FIRM TYPE IV -- ONE HEADSAW, ONE EDIGER, ONE TRIMM;ER 
Total Total Total Output in Average Cost Average 
Costs Fixed Variable MM Bd. Ft. Per M Bd. Ft. variable 
Costs casts Cost Per 
M Bd. Ft. 
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (per 200 days) (dollars) (dollars) 
5946.56 227 .61 5718.95 .400 14.87 ll} • .30 
8893.22 227.61 8665.61 ,400 22.23 21.66 
16542. 71 227.61 16.315 .10 .450 36.76 36.26 
20067.96 227 .61 19840.35 1.342 14.95 14. 78 
12074. 76 227.61 11847 .15 .577 20.93 20.53 
13391.45 227.61 1310~3.84 l.000 1.3.39 13.16 
10585.16 227.61 10357.55 .115 92.04 90.06 
11860.24 227 .61 11632.63 .554 21.41 21.00 
9116.22 227.61 8888.61 .600 15 .19 14.81 
12959. 73 227.61 127.32, 12 4.800 2.70 2.65 
1.3826.92 227.61 13599.31 l,04.3 13.26 13.04 
7767.15 227.61 7539.54 .200 38.84 37.70 
11359. 73 227 .61 lll,3i.12 2.000 5.68 5.57 
23671.29 227 .61 a.344.3.68 1.042 22. 72 22.50 
5950.55 227.61 572:\2.94 .154 38.64 37.16 
10244.24 227.61 10016.63 .400 25.61 25.04 
15992.77 227.61 15765.16 1.364 u.. 72 11.56 
18660.00 227.61 18432.39 1.067 17.49 17 .27 
11231. 71 227 .61 11004.10 .788 14.25 13.96 
14795.37 227.61 14567.76 1.477 10.02 9.86 




YEARLY COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH FIXED EQUIPMENT 
Firm Head saw a Carriage 
b 
Trimmer b Edger 
b Other Total Yearly 
T;u~e Egui;emeng Fixed Costsc 
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) 
I 178.00 297.00 500.00 124.20 
II 178,00 297.00 70.00 500.00 131.20 
III 178.00 297.00 180 .oo 500.00 142.20 
IV 207.40 47~L60 96.oo 189,00 1000. 00 227 .61 
a · d h f 0 5 Depreciat.e at t e rate o a.. percent per year. 
b Depreciated at the rate of 10 percent per year. 
0 summation of depreciated costs of fixed equipment. 
Appendix C (continued) 
TABLE 2 
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH VARIABLE INPUTS 
Labor Costs per Hour Power Costs 
Gasoline, Propane and Firm 
Type Sawyer Helper Butane Engines Diesel Engines 
Cost. per Depreciation Cost per Depreciation 
Horsepower Rate per Horsepower Rate per 
Hour Year Hour Year 
(dollars) ( do llan) (percent) (cents) (percent) 
I 1.50 . 75 
a 15,0 1.07 12,0 
II 1.50 . 75 
a 
15.0 1.07 12,0 
III 1.50 ,75 
a 
15.0 1.07 12, 0 
IV 1. 75 1,00 
a 
15 .o 1.07 12, 0 
Electric Motors 
Cost per Depreciation 
Horsepower Rate per 
Hour Year 
(cents) (percent) 
l. 7 8.0 
l. 7 8.0 
1. 7 8,0 
l. 7 8.0 
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